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Abstract 

Personal diaries have traditionally been kept using physical methods of paper and pen throughout human 

history. These diaries are used to store memories and as an organisational tool to plan out daily life among 

many other activities. This report outlines how a simple mobile diary application can be created to allow 

users to fulfil many of their diary wishes on their smart devices.  

The application is created to include benefits such as photograph entries, location tagging and emotion 

tagging. Events and their respective countdowns can be added, as well as simple to-do task list for 

organisation of everyday life.  

This report shows how the design, approaches and implementation of these features can be achieved to 

create a functioning personal diary application. Testing and evaluation have been carried out on the system 

to assess how well this application achieves the set objectives. Related user tests and a user questionnaire 

have been conducted to further evaluate how well this application meets userげs expectations. 
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1. Introduction  
The aim of this project was to design and create a personal diary app that would allow a user to create 

journal entries on their smartphone or other smart device that would be beneficial enough to encourage the 

use of digital diary apps. The motivation behind this app was to give the user the freedom and flexibility of 

having everything they could create in a physical diary in one complete application. 

The objectives set out for this project were too: 

• Allow entries to be made with the included benefit of photographs, location tagging and emotion 

tagging. These entries are flexible and allow the user to enter their data using multiple methods. 

• Allow events to be created for the users specified date. Countdowns for specified events are 

available for the users review 

• Allow to-do tasks to be created for the users specified date. These tasks can be easily accessed 

throughout the day, with the ability to check off any completed task as required. These tasks can be 

created efficiently, with the ability to create repeated tasks if required.  

• Reminders are available for all events and tasks added by the user if required. Reminders can also be 

added to remind users to create their entry for the day 

The focus of the project was to create a user-friendly app, with the user interface and interactions within the 

app being simple to use and easy to understand. It will allow the user to analyse any information they have 

entered, including the analysis of the emotional tags to highlight any patterns and relationships between 

given dates. Users will also be able to analyse the text to identify any connections between specified words 

and the location and emotion tags. 

To achieve the above, the design and all functionality was created with a user-centred design approach. Each 

function and layout were evaluated using Nielseﾐげs 10 heuristic evaluation principles to ensure that the 

resulting designs were as appropriate as possible and would meet user expectations in terms of navigating 

through the system efficiently.   

In the implementation of the system, an Agile based approach was used to ensure all previously set 

requirements and objectives were achievable throughout the projects development. Reviewing the 

functionalities currently possible to the desired functionalities, each method could be refined and adapted 

where necessary to ensure objectives were being met.  
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2. Background  

2.1.  Existing Solutions 
The starting point for this project was a review of existing diary apps to establish what was currently 

available. This research also gathered information on the views and opinions of real users that had a need 

for an app like this project. Users were asked their opinion on the good and the less favourable elements of 

the app, and the data collected was used to inform the development process and to ensure the final product 

met the expectations and needs of real users. 

The background research for the development of this app included a review of mobile applications which 

provided a journal function. The intent was to further develop the basic journal function by including 

additional elements such as emotional analysis, location tracking and reminder applications to give the user 

an enhanced product with increased functionality. 

To fully understand what was already available on the market, research into some of the currently available 

journal apps was undertaken. This involved the trial use of a selection of apps to enable the features of each 

to be explored in detail. The results of this trial are summarised in the tables below. 

Name: Day One  

Rating: 4.6/5 (Apple Store)  

Summary:  

Is the top recommended journaling app on the app store, has also been Apple Editoヴげs ChoiIe ﾏultiple 
times.  

Offers a wide range of features, including; journal entries with photos and videos, location tagging, 

weather tagging, motion and activity tracking. Currently playing music and step count can also be included 

with each entry.  

Customisable reminders available to reminder users to complete their journal entry throughout the day.  

Free version of the app offers all features mentioned above. Subscription cost of $34.99 (£27.12) per year 

to receive premium features that include being able to sync across multiple devices, allowing storage of 

more than one photo per entry and allowing multiple journals per account. 

User Reviews: 

さBeautifull┞ oヴgaﾐisedざ 

さWhilst e┝peﾐsi┗e [full supeヴsIヴiptioﾐ pヴiIe] it seeﾏed a ┘oヴth┘hile e┝peﾐse. Woヴth the long-time 

iﾐ┗estﾏeﾐt iﾐ ﾏ┞ ﾏeﾏoヴiesざ 

さThe ﾐe┘ featuヴes suIh as けoﾐ this da┞げ aﾐd ﾏultiple jouヴﾐals ﾏake it ┘ell ┘oヴth the upgヴadeざ 

さ[“iﾐIe the update] Quick access to location and photo picker has been removed, those options are now 

hiddeﾐ a┘a┞ざ 

Things to take from app: 

Users have been willing to pay a premium for extra features such as multiple photos per entry, this will be 

a good feature to include with this project as standard. 

Usability is the most important aspect of all applications, ensuring all main features are easily accessible to 

the user is a must. A customisable aspect within this project ﾏa┞ He HeﾐefiIial to allo┘ useヴs to けhideげ 
features they may not require, but ensure that for a first-time user, all features are accessible.  

Experience using app: 

Help tips were available on first launch to help show features and navigation around app. But other than 

these pop-up hints, not much more help was given. The user must trial and error all features in the 

application to discover what they do. 

Not much text on home screen, mainly icons which were clear if you have experience using similar mobile 

apps, but may not be clear to inexperienced users  
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Lots of features were unavailable unless a premium paid member, however, features that were available 

were easily accessible and simple to use, would be good for occasional/simple journaling on a basic 

account. 

Adding an entry: simple to use, auto finds location and weather information, logs time and date of entry. 

Can also add useヴげs o┘ﾐ tags. Can have multiple entries for same day – to access each entry was confusing 

and inefficient. However, the idea of having multiple entries for one day was beneficial to have more than 

one location available to tag etc. 

User can view their journal using different visual methods; via a map of all locations tagged, or a calendar 

view, or a photo album type screen with all photographs entered.  

Entries can be filtered by many options: Favourite, Tag, Place, Audio, Year, Weather, Creation Device, 

Activity, Music 

On this day feature, that shows all previously entered entries for same date at different years  

Can activate passcode if user want their journal private 

Can export entries to json, plain text or pdf. The user can specify the date range of entries, and have 

included/excluded tag 

Can connect social media – Instagram or Foursquare 

Can search text to find relating entries  

 

Who would benefit using this app:  

The app would suit all users who are interested in journaling their everyday lives, the use of different entry 

medias would benefit different people, as you could enter journal info using plain text, speech to text 

(premium only), drawings (premium only) and photographs. The flexibility gives the user the choice. 

Dedicated users would see the benefit of the subscription features, with the ability to sync with multiple 

devices and back up of data would, again, give the user more flexibility.   

This app did not seem to have many features to do with reminders, other than to remind the user to 

complete the journal every day, so users looking to use the app as an organisational tool would not benefit 

from this 

 

Available at: 

http://dayoneapp.com/?utm_source=zapier.com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=zapier  
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Name: Diarium  

Rating: 4.4/5 (Google Play Store) 

Summary: 

This is a siﾏple aﾐd さfeatuヴe ヴiIhざ app, it offers multiple media types in journal entries, including speak-to-

text, drawing, multiple photos and rating of individual journal. 

Can sync across multiple android or Windows devices and can export journal entries to a file type of the 

useヴげs choice.  

App can sync with other social media, including Twitter or Facebook, to include feed posts into the journal 

entry. 

Allows a reminder to be shown once a day for the user to complete their journal entry 

Free version of the app available on Android, or £2.32 for premium app that allows synching and exporting 

of journal entries.  

User Reviews: 

さBest diaヴ┞ app I ha┗e fouﾐd. Woヴks ヴeall┞ ┘ell aﾐd Iaﾐ add photos. Itげs great that it syncs with Windows 

as I use this daiヴ┞ oﾐ ﾏ┞ laptop aﾐd aﾐdヴoid de┗iIesざ 

さAppヴeIiate the audio diItatioﾐ & e┝poヴt IapaHilitiesざ 

さI use this app to gatheヴ ﾏ┞ thoughts e┗eヴ┞ da┞ aﾐd plaﾐ out ┘hat I ┘ill do toﾏoヴヴo┘ざ 

さVeヴ┞ Ileaﾐ iﾐteヴfaIe. I appヴeIiate the dail┞ ﾐotifiIatioﾐ ヴeﾏiﾐdiﾐg ﾏe to ┘ヴite soﾏethiﾐgざ 

Things to take from app: 

The option to have daily reminders to complete the journal entry is a good idea. This can also help to keep 

people using the app, which will allow for better analysis to be made, as more data entered 

 

Experience using app: 

Home page is very well laid out. Icons and text are self-explanatory, would be easy to use for beginners 

without much help needed. 

Ability to export entries to word doc, web page, plain text, these can include or exclude photos, tag, 

people, location, weather, motion data of the useヴげs IhoiIe. 
Creating an entry is very simple. Application gives a prompt to start entry, user can add own tags, can tag 

people to the entry by accessing contacts list manually tagged.  

The user can give the day a rating as a way to analyse their entries. 

Noticed the auto location feature is less precise than other applications that use user location 

Very nice calendar interface, if you add a photo to your entry, this photo become the icon for the day in 

the calendar. 

“tatistiIs of the useヴげs jouヴﾐal Iaﾐ He ヴe┗ie┘ed, the types of statistics available include the number of diary 

entries, the total number of photographs entered, the average rating of their journals, their most used tag 

and many more  

 

Who would benefit using this app: 

As with the DayOne app, this app would be suitable for all users wanting to journal their everyday lives. 

The simple layout would suit all users from technology beginner to advance from the start. The layout and 

features are not too advanced and not too simplified that beginners have the help and hints to correctly 

use features and advanced users could use the app without being slowed down by oversimplified features. 

As before this app is limited in the reminder features available, so would not be suitable for users looking 

an organisational tool  

 

Available at: 

https://timopartl.com/?utm_source=zapier.com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=zapier  
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Name: Five Minute Journal 

Rating: 4.7/5 (Google Play Store) 

Summary: 

A simpler approach to journaling, this app breaks down a journal entry to have the user spend five minutes 

a day to list the important things that the user wishes to achieve in the morning then prompts them (using 

the same 5 questions each day) to complete the list of things they have achieved in the evening.  

This app was based on positive psychology research that uses the idea that if a user can clearly see all the 

achievements they have made in the day, this will improve their self-gratitude and self-reflection.  

The app offers text and photographic entries. It has a simple timeline view, with easy to navigate screens 

and activities. A nice feature of the app includes the option of receiving positive daily quotes and weekly 

Ihalleﾐges that Iaﾐ He shaヴed aIヴoss the useヴげs soIial ﾏedia 

The app costs £4.99 on the Google play store which includes all the features mentioned above 

User Reviews: 

さI use it to get ﾏe foIused foヴ the da┞ aﾐd ヴefleIt oﾐ ﾏ┞ aIhie┗eﾏeﾐts iﾐ the evening. I would definitely 

ヴeIoﾏﾏeﾐd this appざ 

さ[This app] put ﾏe iﾐ a good ﾏood, foIus ﾏ┞ atteﾐtioﾐ oﾐ positi┗e thiﾐgs, it also ヴeﾏiﾐds ﾏe to He 
proactive in my day to change the thiﾐgs I Iaﾐざ 

さI lo┗e this app; it really helps me to focus on gratitude aﾐd it doesﾐげt take a lot of tiﾏeざ 

さVeヴ┞ siﾏple Hut Ileaﾐ iﾐteヴfaIe, helps ﾏe jouヴﾐal e┗eヴ┞ da┞. I like that ┞ou Iaﾐ add a piItuヴeざ 

Things to take from app: 

This is a different approach to journaling by using a set of simple questions to help prompt the user to plan 

their day and journal the achievements they have made. The shorter entries seem to be helpful to users 

who are new to journaling as they are more motivated to complete their set achievements every day, with 

the morning and evening reminders. 

Experience using app: 

As this app costs £4.99 to download, this was not downloaded, but research into how other users (eg using 

in app photos taken by users and promotional images (Intelligent Change, 2019), YouTube videos on userげs 

experience (Keep Productive 2017) (Overall Adventures 2017)  

The layout of the days is split into morning and evening entries that the user is prompted to enter every 

day. There are 3 questions/prompts the useヴ ┘ill eﾐteヴ iﾐ the ﾏoヴﾐiﾐg: さI aﾏ gヴateful for...ざ, さWhat ┘ill I 
do to ﾏake toda┞ gヴeatざ aﾐd さDail┞ affiヴﾏatioﾐs. I aﾏ…ざ. Aﾐd iﾐ the e┗eﾐiﾐg 2 different 

ケuestioﾐs/pヴoﾏpts aヴe pヴeseﾐted: さン aﾏaziﾐg thiﾐgs that happeﾐed toda┞…ざ aﾐd さHo┘ Iould I ha┗e made 

toda┞ e┗eﾐ Hetteヴ?ざ  

The layout of the individual entries is nice as the┞ use the photogヴaph foヴ the da┞げs eﾐtヴ┞ as a Io┗eヴ photo, 
the user can scroll through these entries as a timeline layout. The UI is simple and straightforward, without 

clutter, it seems to be simple to navigate for both beginners and experienced users, with icons and text 

hints available.  

 

Who would benefit using this app: 

This app would be perfect for users that lack motivation for keeping up with journal entries, the prompts 

that are given in the app would encourage users to create an entry. Although some may find the repetitive 

nature of the same questions being asked every day tedious and may tire of these same questions. The 

app focuses on positivity on simple questions and answers, with the prompt this seems less like a memoire 

journal and more to make a positive impact on how a user sees each day. 

 

Available at: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.intelligentchange.fiveminutejournal  
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Name: BZ Reminder  

Rating: 4.7/5 (Google Play Store) 

Summary: 

A simple to-do list app. Helps the user to set reminders to organise their day in a simple layout. User can 

set multiple reminders and timers throughout the day to consistently create a notification to remind the 

user to complete the task. Users can use at the monthly calendar, that can be colour coordinated, to have 

as an organisational tool  

User Reviews: 

さItげs ┗eヴ┞ eas┞ to add a task aﾐd to set it foヴ the e┝aIt tiﾏe aﾐd date ┞ou ┘aﾐt ┘ithout too ﾏaﾐ┞ IliIksざ 

さ“olid UI that is ┗eヴ┞ eas┞ to just glaﾐIe at aﾐd get all the iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ I ﾐeedざ 

さCoﾐsisteﾐt ヴeﾏiﾐdeヴs until you complete the task, very usefulざ 

Things to take from app:  

The users of this app praise the simplicity of the app highly, the layout is decluttered and only the most 

important features are displayed as required. An apps layout should be easy for the user to navigate, with 

recognisable icons to access features. The app should be accessible for both new users and experienced 

users, so not relying on useヴげs memorisation or knowledge before using the app, and keeping all features 

consistent  

Experience using this app: 

Very simple interface, with simple and helpful icons and text. Dedicated screens for each feature give a 

clean UI.  

The calendar screen displays small coloured dots within the date to show on which days there are 

reminders set for, using different colours for different types of tagged reminders. 

Reminders are clear and consistent. If user does not acknowledge first reminder, a second will be sent etc. 

until the user acknowledges – which makes sure user does not miss reminder.  

 

Who would benefit from this app: 

Any user who is looking for daily reminders (either one off events, or repeating events) this app is simple 

to use and set up the reminders. The information entered for each item is limited, only name, date and 

time so the user will only be able to enter the basic information per item. 

Available at: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bzzzapp  

 

After reviewing each app, DayOne was identified as the one most similar to the ideas and requirements that 

this project intended to achieve. A more thorough evaluation of this app was carried out to assess the 

heuristics in more detail. The full heuristic evaluation can be found in Appendix 1: Heuristic Analysis of 

DayOne App. 

Going through the app as a user, each screen will be shown and evaluated, a heuristic evaluation of each 

screen will be made. Any favourable elements will be noted to influence this project. Any issues or elements 

that do not seem appropriate will be evaluated and will be noted to avoid in this project. 

The evaluation looks at each of the 10 Nielsen Heuristic elements (Nielsen, J 1994a) that are appropriate for 

the current screen, and gives them a score (Very Poor, Poor, Moderate, Good, Excellent) to determine how 

well this application meets each of the specified heuristic evaluators. Additional comments justifying the 

score will be made.  

Exact location address and photographs may be blurred for privacy reasons. 

All information found during this evaluation will be used to inform the design and implementation of this 

project. The heuristics scores will be considered to try and improve any elements that the application fell 

short on and will try and sustain any high scores it achieved by using similar methods and features within 

this project.  
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2.2. User Research – Personas 
These personas are based on the conventional users of diaries/journals.  

Information gained from the existing solutions, including user reviews and the types of features available for 

each application, as well as informal information collected from potential diary app users, has been used to 

give 3 personas based on the three main types of users that may wish to use a mobile diary application. 

Name:  Georgia Lockwood  Age:  24 

Photo: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quote: 

 

さI ┘ish to improve my journaling experience with digital 

eﾐhaﾐIeﾏeﾐts to help ﾏe ヴefleIt oﾐ ﾏ┞ past jouヴﾐe┞sざ 

Description 

Georgia has been journaling since she was 14. She writes an entry into her journal book every day, 

describing her day and emotions. She often reflects on her past by re-reading old journal entries. She has a 

smartphone and is comfortable using apps so long as they are simple to use, and no technical knowledge is 

required to operate them efficiently. She is looking for an app to replace her physical diaries to save space 

and time by transferring to a digital journal that she can access whenever she requires 

Goals 

• Be able to continue her daily journaling efficiently  

• Have access to all previous journal entries, retrieving entries is simple and fast 

• The diaヴ┞ app ┘ill allo┘ heヴ to eﾐhaﾐIe heヴ jouヴﾐal eﾐtヴies usiﾐg photogヴaphs of the da┞げs e┗eﾐts  
• A map of the locations she has recorded in her previous entries can be displayed, showing how 

often this location has been visited and on what dates  

Technical Knowledge  

 

 

Current Diary Usage 
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Name:  Jake Granger  Age:  32 

Photo: Quote: 

 

さI ┘aﾐt aﾐ app to help ﾏe oHseヴ┗e ﾏ┞ life, seeiﾐg ho┘ 
past e┝peヴieﾐIes affeIt ﾏ┞ eﾏotioﾐsざ 

 

 

 

Description 

Jake is a business man who is constantly on the move, travelling around the world for his work. He has 

recently become interested in how his current life experiences are affecting his emotions and would like a 

way to analyse his emotions compared to the places he visits and the experiences he has. As he is does not 

currently keep a journal, he is not in the habit of writing his experiences daily and has no previous 

expectations on what he would expect in a diary app. He is therefore hoping for a simple to use and self-

explanatory app that he can make a habit of writing in daily without fuss or encountering difficulties. 

Goals 

• Allow reviews of all past entries, accessible simply and efficiently for his own analysis 

• Determine average emotions felt for locations visited, find the places he is most happy, upset, 

anxious etc. 

• Be able to track experiences and emotions, through keywords found in the journal entries, show 

patterns in emotions felt on days these experiences were documented 

Technical Knowledge  

 

 

Current Diary Usage 
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Name:  Sophie Matthews  Age:  19 

Photo: 

 

Quote: 

 

さI ┘ould like aﾐ app to help ﾏe plaﾐ ﾏ┞ e┗eヴ┞da┞ life, 
using simple to-do checklists and countdowns to big life 

e┗eﾐtsざ 

 

Description 

Sophie is a student with a busy social life, she often has events lined up in her future that she is excited for 

and counts down the days until the event. As a student she often like to plan small tasks to fulfil her days 

to make sure she keeps on top of her work/life balance. She would like an application that is mobile and 

easily accessible 24/7 to keep up with her busy life. She likes minimalist designs to allow smooth and easy 

to use availability to everything she does without wasting time on cluttered or hard to navigate activities 

 

Goals 

• Countdowns to important events will be available in an exciting and simple format  

• A check list can be added, and editable throughout the day to help her organise her daily tasks, 

these tasks can be checked off as she accomplishes them 

• Reminders for events and tasks can be set for specific times and dates  

  

Technical Knowledge  

 

 

Current Diary Usage 
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2.3. Identified issues and benefits 
• It is important that the user has full navigational capabilities around the system. Ensuring to keep 

user control to avoid errors by allowing the user to undo/redo actions is important to keep the flow 

of the system as efficient as possible. By not making the user do extra tasks or work to resolve 

avoidable mistakes will be paramount to making the system enjoyable for the user  

• Keeping a minimalist design to reduce clutter and unnecessary information will give the system a 

cleaner look. This will also benefit the user as only relevant and informative information will be 

shown, so no confusion in the data shown will occur. 

• Keeping the data available for the user to enter relatively flexible, by not limiting (where sensible) 

the data the user can choose from. This will give the user more flexibility and gives them a more 

unique experience in using the application, being able to customise their data in a way that suits 

them. While at the same time, it may be beneficial to have some pre-set data available for novice 

users to simply select from rather than inputting their own. 

• Giving the user feedback on the current state of the journal can give the user chance to analyse and 

evaluate how they are using it. This could in turn encourage use of the journal as the user can clearly 

see when they last made an entry and what sort of entries they made (eg text or image). The use of 

けOﾐ This Da┞げ features would be beneficial to some users to see their progress in life or just as a 

curiosity of how different or similar their lives were years before 

• Being able to efficiently search through the entries will be important as this is another way to 

encourage the use of mobile diary app over physical copies, being able to easily and quickly search 

can help users organise and review their entries without manually reading each entry. This can also 

help with user reflection.  

• Another important feature to show the benefit to using mobile diary applications is the flexibility in 

how the user can use the application. This can be in the types of input data they can have as well as 

having different ways for the user to view this data. For example, having a photo gallery to display 

the images connected to entries as well as a text list, or having a map of location tags. 

2.4. Constraints 
There are a number of constraints that may affect the outcome of this project. These are discussed and 

where possible any steps that can be taken to minimise these will be outlined 

The first and most prominent constraint, will be that the nature of this project is not one that I have 

previously experienced before. The scale of this project is much larger than any solely undertaken before, 

this will mean a lot of planning and organisation thヴoughout the pヴojeItsげ lifeI┞Ile ┘ill He ヴeケuiヴed. I have 

not used or created an application using the Android platform before, so before the project begins, more 

research into creating an Android application to plan what will be possible for this project in terms of 

requirements, accessibility and scalability will be undertaken.  

Another constraint will be the strict timeline this project will be completed in. From research to final 

submission this project will take at most 15 weeks (assuming no extensions are required due to extenuating 

circumstances). This will have an impact on the types of features that can be implemented into the project 

within the time limit. It will be important to plan how and when each activity will be implemented to ensure 

at least a basic functioning system is delivered at the deadline. Extensions and extra features will be planned 

further along the projectげs timescale to ensure this is the case. 

This project is not being conducted for one set client, this will mean volunteers will need to be found that 

will act as users to allow for accurate testing and analysis of the system. The sooner test users can be found 
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the more accurate the project will be, as having user opinions throughout the project (from prototype to 

final product) will improve the standard of the system.   
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3. Approach 

3.1. Planning  
The main approach to conducting this project will be based on the Agile development methodology. The 

Agile approach will allow the project to adapt and develop throughout the process as more information and 

methods are learnt. Breaking each section of the project into smaller phases, to allow for more time to be 

spent on elements that will require additional research and learning. As this is an individual project, some 

methods adopted from the Agile methodology are not applicable to an individual, but the main development 

process will be used. These will include the smaller sections of work, that are regularly tracked to ensure 

they are being carried out in the most efficient way. The system will be built with the focus of delivering a 

working system, with each development phase working on implemented features to improve them in an 

efficient cycle. Regular reviews of the system as a whole either as a developer or with users will be carried 

out to ensure the system is on track to meet the requirements that were laid out before, and if any changes 

need to be made either to the system itself or to the requirements acceptance criteria. 

Each phase will be planned carefully to ensure all basic functionality of the system is built, keeping designs 

and activities simple at the beginning, and then allow for improvements and expansions as is required for 

the project. This will keep the strict timescale for the project manageable with the number of features and 

activities that the project is hoping to achieve sensible and realistic. Any extra features will only be 

implemented once the basic functionality is working to an appropriate standard. 

3.2. Learning 

3.2.1. Android Development Courses 

The decision to take on this project required the acknowledgment and acceptance that new skills will need 

to be learnt quickly and effectively to be able to achieve a high standard at the end of this project. The 

decision to create an Android app was made as Android seemed to have more learning resources available 

(as oppose to other platforms like iOS). These resources included the Android Development online courses 

available on Udacity (Udacity 2019), created by Android employees. This ensures this is a reliable source of 

learning material. Although the original content of the course uses Oreo as the main operating system and 

therefore can be assumed the course was created in 2017, the material is constantly being updated. Where 

necessary, links and updates to features mentioned in the course videos are provided, providing up to date 

content and information.  

The course involves creating toy and example applications to show how the android system operates 

through practical applications. This was important for me to see how the features and structures of android 

applications work together, being able to play around with these features myself helped me to understand 

the technology enough to be able to apply them to this project. 

3.2.2. Android developer guides 

On top of the course, there are many guides and write ups of the features included in the android platform. 

These guides go into more implementation and background detail than the course. These are useful to 

expand the knowledge gained through the course to better fit the projects individual requirements (Android 

Developers 2019a). 

These guides are written by Android and are consistently updated to show any deprecated methods, giving 

useful hints and guides on how best a method should be used and implemented. Sample codes are also 

available to show working code examples which will be invaluable to understand how methods work 

together on the platform.   
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3.2.3. Location  

To implement all features that use location, this project will make use of the Google Location Services API. 

(Android Developers 2019b) This framework allows for user location tracking and visualising locational data 

on maps. It is a highly documented method of location which will be useful to the project when developing 

and debugging. The framework also makes use of the Google Maps Android API, to display the data on a 

map using the Google Maps servers, which will include all benefits of using Google Maps (including data 

stored on Maps servers, touch gestures and all necessary UI elements for the user to effectively navigate the 

map and customisation like markers and overlays) Markers will be used to show the user more detail about 

the places they have tagged from their diary entries.  

To implement the Google Maps Android API, all devices must have access to the Google Play Store through 

Google Play services, which for majority of Android devices that this project will be developed for, will have 

access to.  

The ﾏaiﾐ featuヴe usiﾐg loIatioﾐ ┘ithiﾐ this pヴojeIt ┘ill He usiﾐg the useヴげs loIatioﾐ to tag diaヴ┞ eﾐtヴies. 
Google Play services can access the useヴげs last kﾐo┘ﾐ loIatioﾐ ふ┘hiIh iﾐ ﾏost Iases is also the useヴげs Iuヴヴeﾐt 
loIatioﾐ, uﾐless the de┗iIe has ﾐo sigﾐal to aIIess the loIatioﾐ seヴ┗iIeぶ. Google seヴ┗iIes Iaﾐ fiﾐd the useヴげs 
location in the background (if the app is not currently in use) which will make the diary app entry process 

quicker and more efficient, the app will be able to suggest the current location based on the continuously 

updating last known location. No extra time is spent calculating location each time the app is accessed. This 

interval between updating location can be modified, using the APIs setInterval() or setFastestInterval() 

methods. This will allow the optimal interval time to either be manually entered or automatically calculated 

for the specific device the app is running on. 

The API could also be used for the advanced feature of tracking activity. The Activity Recognition Transition 

API can tell when a user is doing a specific activity (eg walking, running, driving) and all information related 

to this (eg speed, mileage, time spent doing activity). This will be a good enhancement for the project if the 

time if available, to allow automatically detected activity tags. 

 

3.2.4. Data Storage 

This project depends on the storage and modification of user data. It is therefore essential that the method 

chosen to store this data is reliable and has sufficient methods to support the data entered. For this reason, 

MongoDB will be used to store the data. Using a NoSQL approach to data storage will mean the framework 

around the data will be more flexible, allowing for varying entry types without wasting storage space in fields 

that may be used in one entry but not in another. 

Each document within the MongoDB collection will be used to store one diary entry, these documents can 

have differing schemas, based on the data that has been entered for the specified entry.  

To access a MongoDB database from within the app, MongoDB Stitch will be used. MongoDB Stitch is a 

platform developed by MongoDB to allow communication from programs such as mobile apps to a user 

specified database (MongoDB 2019a). Stitch is accessible from a MongoDB Atlas account, this is a fully 

automated cloud service built by MongoDB, allowing for smooth and reliable clusters creations and database 

management. A free cloud database is available for smaller or personal applications that have up to 512MB 

of storage. For this project, the database will be created using the free cloud database package available, 

with the idea of if this application was expanded and developed to be accessible to more users, the upgrade 

to a dedicated cluster with larger storage and improvements in performance can be implemented easily and 

with minimal change to the application code.   
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As MongoDB Stitch was created by MongoDB, the documentation and tutorials on implementation stitch 

into an app are extensive, allowing for informal and complete learning experiences to achieve high 

performing communication between the app and the database. 

3.2.5. User Interface Design  

When developing the design of the system, the way the user interacts with the system and the overall 

aesthetic will be the priority. The design of the system should be unique for this application, but also follow 

the standards a user would expect from a mobile application. This will be important to allow the users to 

freely navigate through the system without the need to learn a new UI approach.  

The standard guidelines that Android recommends (Android Developers 2019c) ensures the way this 

application looks and behaves is consistent with most other applications on the Android platform. 

Material.io (Google Design2019) include the guidelines supported by Android, therefore the practices and 

visual aspects recommended here will be incorporated into this application to ensure the UI is functional, 

practical and visually pleasing. 
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4. Specification 

4.1. Functional Requirements 

4.1.1. Must have 

FR1: The system will allow the user to enter text-based journal entries on specified dates 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• User can select their specified date and enter text that will be stored for this date 

 

FR2: The entry can optionally also include photographs for any selected entry 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• For the users specified entry, they will have the option to take a photograph from their mobile 

device, and/or select previously taken photographs found in their deviceげs camera roll. These 

photographs will be stored for the date specified  

 

FR3: The entry can optionally also include location tags for any selected entry  

Acceptance Criteria: 

• For the users specified entry, they will have the option to add a location tag to the entry. This 

┘ill iﾐIlude the useヴ seleItiﾐg a positioﾐ fヴoﾏ a ﾏap H┞ usiﾐg the useヴげs Iuヴヴeﾐt or last known 

location, and/or by pin pointing the location on a map presented to the user by selecting the 

position on the map or typing in the name of the location which will automatically pin point this 

location. The location tagged will be stored for the date specified  

 

FR4: The entry can optionally also include emotion tags for any selected entry  

Acceptance Criteria: 

• Foヴ the useヴげs speIified eﾐtヴ┞, the┞ ┘ill ha┗e the optioﾐ to add aﾐ eﾏotioﾐ tag to the eﾐtヴ┞. The 
user can select an option from one of the pre-presented emotion tag options. This tag will be 

stored for the date specified  

 

FR5: The user can review and edit any previous entries  

Acceptance Criteria: 

• The user can select any date where an entry has been previously created, and all data entered 

will be displayed to the user (including any text, photographs, location tags and/or emotion tags) 

• The user can select to edit the data for this entry. The user will be able to change any and all 

data, including deleting the entry including all data associated with it. 

 

FR6: The user can create event reminders for their personal events on specified dates 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• The user will select the date for their event, they will enter information related to the event, 

including the name, time and location (as necessary) and the user will select if and when they 

would like a reminder for this event  

• The event will be displayed to the user on the applications home screen as well as detailed 

information on the specified date 

• If a reminder time and date has been set by the user, the application will create and notify the 

user of the event when specified 

 

FR7: The application can display countdowns to events specified by the user as the user requires 

Acceptance Criteria: 
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• While the user is creating the event reminder (as seen in FR6), they can also select to have a 

countdown displayed for this event. The countdown will be displayed on the applications home 

screen as well as a dedicated countdown screen.  

• Any and all events selected to be displayed as a countdown will be displayed on the home 

screen in chronological order (with the closest event being displayed first in the list). The display 

will include the events name, and then the countdown of months, days, hours 

• The countdown screen within the app, will display more detailed information of the events, 

including the name, time and date, location and the countdown in months, days, hours. 

Selecting an event from this list on this screen will allow the user to edit the information in this 

event. 

 

FR8: The user caﾐ eﾐteヴ dail┞ tasks oヴ さto-doざ tasks ┘hiIh Iaﾐ He IheIked off as the useヴ ヴeケuiヴes 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• The useヴ Iaﾐ eﾐteヴ けto-doげ tasks fヴoﾏ the appliIatioﾐs hoﾏe sIヴeeﾐ, ┘heヴe the┞ ┘ill He displa┞ed 
a list with currently unchecked boxes. The tasks will also be accessible through the date where 

they are stored, allow for the user to review the tasks completed/not completed on this date at 

future dates  

• The user can access the list and check off any event they complete as they require 

• The application will remind the user of incomplete tasks at intervals throughout the day, 

specified by the user 

FR9: The application can create repeatable tasks as the user specifies 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• The useヴ Iaﾐ eﾐteヴ task iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ iﾐ the saﾏe ┘a┞ as F‘8, iﾐ the けto-doげ list. The user can 

specify this is a repeatable task 

• The user can specify the interval between the task reminders (eg every day, every week, every 

Tuesday etc.) until a specified date (or indefinitely) 

• The repeatable task will appear on the specified task list for the days specified without the useヴげs 

involvement  

4.1.2. Should Have 

FR10: The application can perform text search analysis of the journal entries, displaying emotions and 

location tags that match the inputted search text 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• The user will enter a search term that may appear in their text journal entries. 

• The application will search for any occurrences of this word in the userげs journal entries. A total 

number of found entries (one count per date, not per occurrence of word) will be return to the 

user, selecting this number can give the user a list of the dates an occurrence of the word 

appeared, the date can be selected for the user to review the entry for the selected date 

• The application will also display a map of locations that may have been tagged for entries that 

have occurrences of the search term. The map will pin point the locations with a number 

displaying the times the location and search term has occurred in the same entry. Selecting this 

location will give the user a list of dates of occurrences for location and search term 

• The total number of each emotion tag found in entries containing the search term will be 

displayed, showing the user how this term seems to relate to a certain emotion. Again, selecting 

an emotion tag will display a list of dates where the search term and emotion tag occur  
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• The average emotion tagged for this ヴesult fヴoﾏ the seaヴIh ┘ill He displa┞ed foヴ the useヴげs 
analysis 

FR11: A map of all locations visited at least once can be displayed to the user, entry data relating to the 

location can be displayed when location selected 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• A map with single pin points where a location has been previously tagged at least once is 

displayed to the user (i.e. at most one pin for location, not per time visited)  

• The user can select the location pin and any emotion tags relating to the location and date entry 

will be displayed to the user 

4.1.3. Could have  

FR12: The user can use the application to track progression of personal goals, with analysis of the userげs 

progress being calculated by the app as appropriate  

Acceptance Criteria:  

• The user will enter their main end goal, including all information of their current circumstance 

and the goal criteria they wish to meet, and by which date they wish to meet this goal (if 

required) 

• The user has the option to enter milestones they wish to meet on specified dates 

• The user can update information on the app to show the progress made. The app will use this 

updated data with the goals and milestones to show; whether the goal has been met, how far 

away their goal date is, if their milestones have been met, how far away the user currently is 

from any milestones/goals 

• If applicable, the app will analyse the data to show the relationship between progress made so 

far, and make projections/predictions on if the current progress is repeated, if the goal is 

reachable in the timeframe/when milestones may be met 

FR13: The application will remind the user to complete their journal entry if not done so by a certain time 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• The application will notify the user to complete their entry for the day if they have not yet 

entered data for this da┞げs entry  

• This feature can be disabled by the user if required  

 

4.2. Non-Functional Requirements 

4.2.1. Must Have 

NFR1: All entries must be updated in the database whenever an edit is made 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• If a new entry is created, this entry is stored in the database immediately after the entry is 

submitted  

• Any edits made to previously created entries are updated in the database immediately after the 

edit is submitted  

NFR2: All entries will always be accessible to the user  
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Acceptance Criteria:  

• Whenever the user accesses the application, all previously created data will be available to the 

user, to view or edit 

• If connection to the database is not available, an appropriate error message will inform the user 

of the current error and give appropriate solutions to rectify 

NFR3: All activities on the application must be clear to the user on how to complete them 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• Sufficient hints and help must be given to support the user 

• The UI will be simple and easy to navigate with clear and clean interfaces and icons  

• The features within the application will have consistent layouts, with similarities in usage where 

possible to avoid confusion and make the users experience as clean as possible  

4.2.2. Should Have 

NFR4: The application can be password protected as the user requires 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• An option to have a password/passcode will be available, the user will select their password and 

only this password will grant access to the information within the app for the specified device 

• The user has the option to disable/enable this feature whenever they require  

NFR5: The response time for any activity completed on the app will be an acceptable time 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• Any and all activities attempted on the app, will have a response (either success of activity or 

error message) within 500ms maximum 

• If response time reaches over 500ms the activity will time out and a prompt for the user to 

explain cause of time out will be given and user will be asked to try activity again if possible  

4.2.3. Could Have 

NFR6: Application will allow for future developments 

Acceptance Criteria: 

• All development of application will be documented to allow for current progress to be reviewed 

• The activities created in the app will allow for developments by not creating unrepeatable code  
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4.3. Use Cases 
The following diagram shows the use cases a user will be able undertake within the application, showing the 

main/primary tasks available. 
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Use 

Case 

Number 

UC01 Use Case 

Name:  

Adding a new entry Rating:  Must have 

Goal:  The user can create a new diary entry for the current date.  

Pre-conditions:  An entry for the current date has not yet been submitted 

Description:  The user will be entering a diary entry for the current date. The entry will include 

text data, an emotion tag, a photograph and a location tag 

Basic Flow: 1. User opens app, the diary entry screen is displayed  

2. User selects to Add new entry 

3. User enters text data for the entry 

4. User selects an emotion tag for the entry 

a. Select from list 

5. User selects to a photograph for the entry 

a. User can choose to take a new photograph 

6. User inputs location tag for entry 

a. User selects current location  

7. User saves entry for the current date  

Alternate Flow: A-1 User is already running app; the user will navigate to the diary entry screen from 

the ﾐa┗igatioﾐ Haヴ H┞ seleItiﾐg the けtoda┞げs eﾐtヴ┞げ Huttoﾐ 

A-5.a User selects to choose a photograph from the de┗iIeげs camera roll 

A-6.a User inputs own location tag – typing location name, or pinpointing on map 

Related Use Cases: - 

Basic Flow STN 

 

Alternate Flow STN 
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Use 

Case 

Number 

UC02 Use Case 

Name:  

Find previous diary entry Rating:  Must Have 

Goal:  User can review previously submitted entries 

Pre-conditions:  Entries have been previously submitted for the users chosen date  

Description:  If a user would like to review the entry they have previously entered, this will be 

accessible. All data previously entered (including any text data, emotion tag, 

photographs or location tags) will be displayed 

Basic Flow: 1. Useヴ ﾐa┗igates to けHoﾏe Pageげ ┗ia the ﾐa┗igatioﾐ Haヴ.  
2. User selects chosen date from calendar  

3. The entry previously submitted for this date is retrieved and shown to the user 

Related Use Cases: - 

Basic Flow STN 
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Use 

Case 

Number 

UC03 Use Case 

Name:  

Edit previous entry Rating:  Must Have 

Goal:  User will be able to review, edit or delete any/all data from previous entry 

Pre-conditions:  Entries have been previously submitted for the users chosen date  

Description:  A user will be able to review a previous entry from the users chosen date. The user 

will be able to edit/delete any specified data within the entry as they chose. The user 

will also be able to delete the whole entry. Any edits or deletions will be confirmed 

to be correct by the user when prompted by the app 

Basic Flow: 1. User navigates to the entry of the specified date 

2. (Optional) User can choose to edit text data 

3. (Optional) User can choose to select new emotion tag 

4. (Optional) User can choose to retake photograph 

5. (Optional) User can choose to select new location tag  

6. (Optional) If the user wishes to delete the entire entry, they will select the 

けdeleteげ button 

7. After the user confirms the deletion of the entry, the entry will now be blank 

Alternate Flow: A4. (Optional) User can choose to select new photograph from devices camera roll 

Related Use Cases: UC02 - to navigate to the entry of the specified date 

UC01 – the input of data will be using the same method 

Basic Flow STN 
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Use Case 

Number 

UC04 Use Case Name:  Add new event  Rating:  Must Have 

Goal:  User will be able to add a new event for their specified date 

Pre-conditions:  - 

Description:  The user wishes to add an event (eg birthday, anniversary) on a specified date. The 

user wishes to have a countdown for the event displayed  

Basic Flow: 1. User navigates to home page via the navigation bar 

2. User selects day they wish to enter the event on the calendar  

3. The entry for the date selected will be displa┞ed. Useヴ seleIts the さToda┞げs 
E┗eﾐtsざ Huttoﾐ 

4. Useヴ seleIts to さAdd ﾐe┘ e┗eﾐtざ fヴoﾏ the E┗eﾐts toda┞ sIヴeeﾐ 

5. User completes form for new event (including event name, date of event, 

time of event, event location) 

6. If user requires countdown to be displayed foヴ this e┗eﾐt the さIヴeate 
Iouﾐtdo┘ﾐざ IheIk ┘ill He seleIted  

Alternate Flow: A2 - Aヴ. Useヴ seleIts the さ+ざ Huttoﾐ oﾐ the upIoﾏiﾐg e┗eﾐts  
Related Use Cases: - 

Basic Flow STN 
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Use 

Case 

Number 

UC05 Use Case 

Name:  

Add a To-Do task for specified 

date 

Rating:  Must Have 

Goal:  User can add a task in their to-do list for a specified date 

Pre-conditions:  - 

Description:  The user would like to add tasks to their to-do list for a specified date, these tasks 

can have reminders set as the user requires. 

Basic Flow: 1. User navigates to the Home Page via the navigation bar 

2. User selects day they wish to enter the task on the calendar  

3. The eﾐtヴ┞ foヴ the date seleIted ┘ill He displa┞ed. Useヴ seleIts the さTo-Do 

Toda┞ざ Huttoﾐ 

4. Useヴ seleIts to さAdd ﾐe┘ taskざ fヴoﾏ the To-Do today screen 

5. User completes form for new task (including task name and date) 

6. If the user would like a reminder for the task, they will check the option to do 

so, and input a time for reminder (this reminder is set for the same date as the 

task) 

7. User selects the option to repeat task, user completes all required fields 

including frequency of reminder and if a time reminder is required 

Alternate Flow: A2 -Aヴ. The useヴ seleIts the さ+ざ Huttoﾐ iﾐ the To-Do Today section  

Related Use Cases: - 

Basic Flow STN 
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Use Case 

Number 

UC06 Use Case Name:  Analyse diary entries via user 

specified search terms 

Rating:  Should Have 

Goal:  User can enter search terms (text terms, emotions, locations) to find analysis 

of all entries that match this term 

Pre-conditions:  Multiple entries have been previously entered with known terms written in 

the text, emotions or locations 

Description:  The user will be able to search terms written in diary entries, emotions tagged 

for entries or location names tagged. The results of these searches return all 

entries that include these terms, showing the emotion tags relating to these 

entries 

Basic Flow: 1. User navigates to the さSearch Plusざ analysis page via the navigation bar 

2. User will enter their search terms into the search bar 

3. The results of the search are displayed for the user to review  

Related Use Cases: - 

Basic Flow STN 
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Use Case 

Number 

UC07 Use Case Name:  View location map and 

analyse 

Rating:  Should Have 

Goal:  The user can review all locations previously tagged locations on one map, with 

extra details available to review  

Pre-conditions:  Multiple entries have been previously entered with a location tag  

Description:  A map of all previously tagged locations is displayed, selecting a marker on the 

map will display entry dates that have this location tagged, as well as any 

emotion tag.   

Basic Flow: 1. User navigates to the さSearch Plusざ analysis page via the navigation bar 

2. User navigates to the map analysis page from the さMap All Eﾐtヴiesざ button 

in the さSearch Plusざ analysis page 

3. User can review all locations displayed on map 

4. On selecting one of the markers, the user can review entries that have this 

location tagged, the emotions tagged for these entries can be reviewed 

5. Selecting a diary entry will navigate the user to this entry, showing all data 

included with this entry 

Related Use Cases: - 

Basic Flow STN 
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5. Design 

5.1. Prototype 
To ensure the application will be functional in the sense that the user will be able to navigate through and 

access all activities available on the app, a prototype was created to show a mock-up of how the user will 

interact with the system to get their intended results. 

These designs were created with the functional requirements and the use cases in mind to make sure every 

requirement has the ability to be carried out and the use cases show how the user is expecting to interact 

with the system, showing the results as expected  

Due to some restrictions on the programme used to create the designs some aspects have not been visually 

achieved, but care has been taken to consider these and they will be outlined as required, giving a 

description of any extras that will be implemented.  

  

5.1.1.   Initial Prototype 

PTS (prototype screen) number  

 

PTS1 - Diary Entry 

This is the main screen for the diary entry. This is 

the screen that will be displayed when the app is 

first opened. The entry for the current date will be 

accessible easily via the navigation bar. 

Within this screen the user will be able to enter 

their entry, including; text data, emotion tag, 

photo, location tag 

If an entry has previously been written for a 

specified data, all relating data will be displayed in 

the respective containers 

 

Use Case(s):  

UC01, UC02, UC03, UC04, UC05, UC06 

 PTS2 - Emotion Selector 

An example of how the user will select the emotion 

tag to be linked to the current entry. The user 

selects the emoji that relates to how they have felt 

this day.  

 

Use Cases(s):  

UC01, UC02, UC03 
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 PTS3 - Photo Selector 

The dialog that will be displayed when the user 

selects to add a photo to the entry. The user has 

the choice to take a new photo, or select one from 

the device's camera roll 

 

Use Case(s): 

UC01, UC02, UC03 

 PTS4 - Home Page 

This page allows the user to find and review 

previously entered diary entries. The user can 

select a date from the calendar and will be taken to 

this date's diary entry in the けDiaヴ┞ Eﾐtヴ┞げ sIヴeeﾐ. If 
an entry has been made for this event, a small icon 

will be displayed on the date on the calendar to 

show the user an entry has been made for this 

date. 

The けToda┞げs To-Doげ Ioﾐtaiﾐeヴ displa┞s aﾐ┞ tasks 
the user has entered for the current date; the user 

will be able to check off any task form this list. The 

user can also select to add a new task by selecting 

the さ+ざ Huttoﾐ ヴelatiﾐg to this list. Selecting this will 

take the useヴ to the けAdd ﾐe┘ To-Do Iteﾏげ sIヴeeﾐ 

The けCouﾐtdo┘ﾐsげ Iontainer displays any event the 

user has selected to have a countdown for, the list 

shows each event name, with the months, weeks 

and days left until the event. The user can select to 

add a ﾐe┘ e┗eﾐt H┞ seleItiﾐg the さ+ざ Huttoﾐ 
relating to this list. Selecting this will take the user 

to the けAdd ﾐe┘ e┗eﾐtげ sIヴeeﾐ 

 

Use Case(s): 

UC04, UC05, UC06 
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PTS5 - To-Do Today List 

Screen to display the to do tasks the user has set 

for the given date. 

User can check off any completed task, the task will 

remain in the list but will be shown as completed.  

If a task has been set as needed a timed reminder, 

this will be shown as an icon relating to the task 

Selecting a task from this list the user can choose to 

edit or delete a specific task 

From this screen the user can choose to add new 

tasks for the current date  

 

Use Case(s): 

UC05 

 PTS6 - Add new To-Do item 

This is the dialog that will be displayed when a user 

selects to enter a new To-Do task.  

The user will complete the fields in the form as 

required, task name and date are compulsory, if 

ヴeケuiヴed the useヴ Iaﾐ IheIk the け‘eﾏiﾐdeヴ foヴ taskげ 
checkbox where they will then be prompted to 

input the time the user would like to be reminded. 

Selecting save, if the task name or date has not 

been inputted the user will be prompted to 

complete these fields until they are able to save the 

task. 

If a user selected to edit a previously entered task, 

this dialog will be displayed with all the relevant 

data displayed in the respective containers, the 

user can edit the data, or delete the task 

completely  

 

Use Case(s): 

UC05 
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PTS7 - Events Today List 

The events screen displays any events previously 

entered for the given date. 

Selecting an event from this list the user can choose 

to edit or delete a specific event 

From this screen the user can choose to add a new 

event for the current date  

 

 Use case(s): 

UC04 

 PTS8 - Add new event 

This is the dialog that will be displayed when the 

user chooses to enter a new event. 

The user will enter all required fields. The event 

name and date will be compulsory fields, time of 

event, event location and whether the user would 

like to have a countdown for the event are optional 

fields. 

Selecting save, if the event name or date has not 

been inputted the user will be prompted to 

complete these fields until they are able to save the 

event. 

If a user selected to edit a previously entered event, 

this dialog will be displayed with all the relevant 

data displayed in the respective containers, the 

user can edit the data, or delete the event 

completely 

 

Use Case(s): 

UC04 
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PTS9 - Repeat Reminders List 

This screen displays all repeat reminders the user 

has entered, showing the name, frequency of task 

and the time the user requires a reminder  

The user can select to add a new repeatable 

reminder from this screen  

 

Use Case(s): 

UC06 

 

PTS10 - Add new repeatable reminder 

This is the dialog that will be displayed when the 

user selects to add a new repeat reminder. 

The user will enter all required fields. All fields in 

this form are required to create the new reminder. 

Selecting save, if any field has not been inputted 

the user will be prompted to complete these fields 

until they are able to save the event. 

If a user selected to edit a previously entered 

reminder, this dialog will be displayed with all the 

relevant data displayed in the respective 

containers, the user can edit the data, or delete the 

reminder completely 

 

Use Case(s): 

UC06 
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 PTS11 – Search Plus Page 

This screen shows the user all analysis of their 

diary, including the emotion analysis graph, the 

search area and access to the location analysis 

screen. 

The search container allows the user to enter a 

search term of either text data, emotion tag or 

location tag. The results of the search are displayed 

in the list below the search bar, showing the date of 

any entry that contains this search term and the 

emotion tag that may be associated with it. 

Selecting an entry from the search results will take 

the user to this eﾐtヴ┞ iﾐ the けDiaヴ┞ Eﾐtヴ┞げ sIヴeeﾐ 

The average (most frequently tagged) emotion the 

user enters into their entries is displayed in this 

screen for the user to review 

The emotion graph will show how the emotions the 

user has tagged has changed over a set period of 

time  

 

Use Case(s): 

UC07, UC08, UC09 

 PTS12 - Locations map view 

This screen displays all locations that have 

previously been tagged, the number of times each 

location has been tagged is displayed in the centre 

of the marker.  

Selecting a marker will show the user the most 

frequent emotion tagged for this location. Also 

displaying a list of all entries that were tagged with 

this selected location along with the emotion 

tagged in this entry. Selecting one of the entries 

from the list will take the user to the specified entry 

iﾐ the けDiaヴ┞ Eﾐtヴ┞げ sIヴeeﾐ 

 

Use Case(s): 

UC09 
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Heuristic Evaluation  

Using Nielsonげs 10 principles for User Interface Design (Nielsen, J 1994a), the following show if these current 

prototype designs follow the heuristics outlined.  

I will be conducting this evaluation, as finding users is impractical. I will ask for advice and recommendations 

on what potential users may want to change, but as a first prototype, time is not available to have a full 

evaluation from a user 

Severity Ratings (Nielsen, J 1994b) 

0. I doﾐげt agヴee that this is a usaHilit┞ pヴoHleﾏ at all 
1.  Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available on project 

2. Minor usability problem; fixing this should be given low priority  

3. Major usability problem; important to fix, should be given high priority 

4. Usability Catastrophe; imperative to fix before product can be released  

 

Heuristic Evaluation ID HE01 

Task/Problem Emotion tags not labelled in emotion selector 

Relating Screen(s) PTS2 

Severity Rating 3 

Applicable Heuristics Recognition rather than recall 

Problem Description As no labels are given to the user on what each emoji is, there may be confusion 

on what one emotion may be. When adding a tag, the user would be able to 

always choose the same tag for the same emotion without having to recall what 

each emoji meant 

When analysing or searching for entries the user might not use the correct 

search term for their chosen tag, the users name for an emotion may not match 

the name given by the application  

Alterations  Label the emotion tag images with their tag name 

 

Heuristic Evaluation ID HE02 

Task/Problem Repeat Reminders not accessible from anywhere in the app 

Relating Screen(s) PTS9  

PTS10 

Severity Rating 5 

Applicable Heuristics User control and freedom 

Flexibility and efficiency of use 

Problem Description Currently in this design the repeat reminders screen and option to add a new 

repeat reminder is not available to the user.  

Alterations  As there is no direct or obvious link to reach this list. Combining the to-do entry 

and repeat reminders entry will be more useful for the user,  
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Heuristic Evaluation ID HE03 

Task/Problem User can only enter one entry per day 

Relating Screen(s) PTS1 

Severity Rating 4 

Applicable Heuristics Flexibility and efficient of use 

User control and freedom 

Problem Description The user can only enter one diary entry per day, this includes only one emotion 

tag, one photo and one location tag. A user may want to include multiple 

emotion tags, locations or photos for different events during their day 

Alterations  Allow the user to enter multiple entries per day 

These multiple entries should be available to view from one page per day, and 

the user can scroll through them and edit/delete any data within them 

 

Heuristic Evaluation ID HE04 

Task/Problem Event information not available after entry 

Relating Screen(s)  

Severity Rating 3 

Applicable Heuristics Consistency and standards 

Problem Description After the user has entered the information into the Event entry page (including 

event location and time) this is not available for the user to see in the events 

main page 

Alterations  Have this information included in the event list  

 

Heuristic Evaluation ID HE05 

Task/Problem Unclear icons for navigation bar 

Relating Screen(s) All 

Severity Rating 3 

Applicable Heuristics Match between system and real world 

Recognition rather than recall 

Help and documentation 

Problem Description The icons used in the navigation bar may be unclear to users. The Home Page 

icon does not match the users recognised icon of a house. 

Alterations  Change the icons to match the userげs expectations 

Add labels to the icons to give hints to what screen will be navigated to from this 

button  

 

Heuristic Evaluation ID HE06 

Task/Problem Consistency between name labels for data entry 

Relating Screen(s) PTS6 

PTS8 

PTS10 

Severity Rating 2 

Applicable Heuristics Consistency and standards  

Problem Description The labels used to indicate the data that should be entered into the entry 

screens is not consistent in the way they are written, for example Task Name, 

Name and Event Name. Date of Event, Date and Date of Task  

Alterations  Keep the labels consistent by ha┗iﾐg さNaﾏe of __ざ, さDate of __ざ 
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Heuristic Evaluation ID HE07 

Task/Problem No confirmation of edits or deletions 

Relating Screen(s) All 

Severity Rating 4 

Applicable Heuristics Error prevention 

Help users recognise, diagnose and recover from errors 

Problem Description When a user makes an edit, saves or deletes any data there is currently no 

prompts or confirmation dialogues that confirm the users action 

Alterations  For deletions a confirmation dialog should be shown asking the user to confirm 

the action to allow for recovery from accidently button presses 

 

Heuristic Evaluation ID HE08 

Task/Problem Unclear use for emotion graph  

Relating Screen(s) PTS11 

Severity Rating 2 

Applicable Heuristics Aesthetic and minimalist design  

Problem Description The graph is currently unclear on the use or need for it.  

Alterations  As the new design will make use of multiple entries per day, the graph may not 

be suitable for this data, it would therefore be more suitable to remove this 

graph from the application  
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5.1.2.  Improved Prototype 

Taking into account all issues found during the heuristic evaluation, some screens needed to be redesigned 

to ensure the alterations were carried out fully. The following is the alterations that have been made to the 

prototype design to ensure the issues raised have been solved. 

 

 

Diary Entry Screen 

 

This new design for the diary entry screen allows 

the users to enter multiple entries for the same 

date.  

This also allows for multiple emotion tags, 

photographs and locations to be tagged for the 

same date. 

 

The user can select to さAdd Ne┘ Eﾐtヴ┞ざ, this will 

add another row to the entries list.  

 

All entries that have been entered for the given 

date will be displayed via this screen, accessed 

through the Home Page calendar or from Todays 

Entry. The user can scroll down through the list and 

make edits as they wish. 

Related Heuristic ID HE03 

 

 Emotion Selector Screen 

 

To improve the recognisability for this screen, the 

emojis have been labelled to let the user know 

what each emoji represents. 

This will allow them to later search the correct term 

for the emotion tag to return all entries that have 

been tagged with the specified emotion tag 

 

Related Heuristic ID HE01 
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 To-Do Task Creator 

 

This entry screen has combined the To-Do Entry 

and Repeat Reminders Entry screens to allow users 

a more minimalist design, reducing the clicks 

ﾐeeded fヴoﾏ a useヴ to add Hoth a けoﾐe offげ to-do 

task and a repeated to-do task. 

 

The user can check the boxes to indicate if they 

would like a timed reminder for the task. And they 

can check the box to indicate this task is to be 

repeated when they specify.  

Wheﾐ eitheヴ the けadd ヴeﾏiﾐdeヴげ oヴ けヴepeat taskげ 
checkboxes are checked the relating fields are 

shown to the user. Keeping the data available to 

the user to only that that relates to what the user 

wants to achieve, reduces the potential errors that 

could be made and keeps the design minimal. 

 

Any task entered here will be added to the 

respective dates to-do list.  

If a task is to be repeated, the task will 

automatically appear on the future dates to-do lists 

as required  

Related Heuristic ID HE02 

HE06 
 

 Events List 

 

The Event time, event location and whether this 

event has a countdown set is now displayed. 

 

The At: Time, shows the time of the event set by 

the user. 

The In: Location, shows the location of the event 

set by the user 

The presence of a clock icon shows the user if a 

countdown has been set for this event. If there is a 

clock icon, a countdown has been set. This can be 

verified by looking at the Countdown section of the 

Home Page 

 

 

Related Heuristic ID HE04 
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Search Plus Page 

 

Removing the emotion graph reduces confusion 

and unnecessary elements from the UI, giving a 

more minimalist design.  

 

Instead the user is able to map the entries retrieved 

from their search H┞ seleItiﾐg the けMap “eaヴIh 
‘esultsげ Huttoﾐ 

 

If the user would like to map all entries, without 

searching for specific entries, they can select the 

けMap All Eﾐtヴiesげ Huttoﾐ ┘hiIh ┘ill opeﾐ the saﾏe 
Location Map View but for all entries that have 

previously been tagged with a location tag. 

 

Related Heuristic ID HE08 

 

 

 

 

Duヴiﾐg this pヴotot┞pe desigﾐ it ┘as deIided that the ﾐaﾏe of this appliIatioﾐ ┘ill He さe┗eヴ┞Da┞Hookざ, aﾐ 
icon and logo has been designed as follows:  

 

 

This will be used as the launcher icon for the app and will then be 

incorporated where appropriate throughout the application to tie it all 

together and keep the consistent theming. 
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5. Implementation  
The following section details how the system has been built. Extracts of relating code and screenshots from 

the app are provided to aid in the explanations of how each feature was implemented into the application. 

Where necessary if a feature has not been successfully implemented or where improvements could be made 

to a feature, explanations of why this feature is not up to the standard hoped from this system have been 

given.  

5.1. Database 
Using MongoDB Atlas Stitch as detailed previously, the application is able to communicate with the database 

quickly and without the need for extensive storage of the diary entries within the device the application is 

installed on.  

The following is an example of the schema that has been used, as this is a MongoDB database, the schema is 

flexible and has allowed for users to be able to input multiple entries per day that can include or exclude 

which ever fields they require for each individual entry 

The basic schema for the diary entry is as follows, an example of this schema used in the database with test 

data is also shown: 

  

Collection: diaryEntries 

Each device that uses this application is set an owner_id, only the relating owners can see their entries. Each 

entry is identified by the entry date. For each date, there is an array of documents available for each entry, 

this allows for easy access to each entry for reviewing and editing from the application. Each entry can 

contain text data, an emotion tag, a photo object, the latitude and longitude coordinates of the location tag 

and the street address name of the location tag. The data types for each element have been chosen to 

ensure easy access and manipulation within the system. The photo element within each entry was not 

implemented in time and is therefore not a GridFS object and a placeholder of String is set instead, the 

details of this will be discussed later in the Evaluation. 

The to do tasks for each date aヴe also Ioﾐtaiﾐed iﾐ aﾐ aヴヴa┞ of doIuﾏeﾐts iﾐ けtoDoTasksげ.  EaIh task Iaﾐ ha┗e 
a task ﾐaﾏe, the けIheIkedげ field ヴelates to if this iteﾏ has Heeﾐ tiIked off oﾐ the IheIklist iﾐside the 
application. If the user requires a reminder for the task, this is stoヴed iﾐ the けヴeﾏiﾐdeヴTiﾏeげ field. 
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 For the events stored for the journal, another collection was made. This allowed all events to be accessible 

via one array, for easy access within the application. An alternative way the events could have been stored 

was to store a document of events within the document of the specified date of the event. This would have 

resulted in a much larger overhead to search every document within the diaryEntries collection to retrieve 

any inputted events. Instead having the separate collection allowed for less overhead in searching the 

database to find the required events and allowed for easier computation of events countdowns. 

 

 

Collection: eventEntries 

To relate the events to the correct journal, the owner_id field acts as a reference key, to ensure only the 

owner of the journal currently accessed has access to the relating entries and events for their journal. As 

shown in this Entity Relationship Diagram.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entity Relationship Diagram 
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5.1.1. UML Class Diagram 

The following diagram 

shows the basic structure 

of all classes within the 

system. All crucial 

variables and methods 

within each class are 

shown, to simplify the 

diagram some variables 

and methods have not 

been added.  

Within all main classes 

there is also the option to 

navigate to and therefore 

instantiate MainActivity, 

HomePage and 

AnalysisHome. This is 

dues to the navigation 

bar accessible from most 

activities, but again to 

simplify the diagram 

these instantiations have 

not been added  

 

 

UML Class Diagram 
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5.1.2. Activity Diagrams 

To further show how each class can access all others and to show the available activities within each of the 

three main sections of the system, activity diagrams have been created.  

As previously mentioned, the ability to access each of the three main sections via the navigation bar have 

not been added to the diagrams unless stated otherwise. Within the navigation bar there is also the option 

to ヴetuヴﾐ to the pヴe┗ious aIti┗it┞ usiﾐg the けBaIkげ Huttoﾐ, Hut foヴ siﾏpliIit┞ this has ﾐot Heeﾐ iﾐIluded iﾐ aﾐ┞ 
of the diagrams. 

5.1.2.1. Diary Entry Activities 
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5.1.2.2. Home Page Activities 

 

5.1.2.3. Search Plus Activities 

 

5.2. System  

5.2.1. Database Retrieval 

The original design of this system did not include a login system. The system originally started up directly to 

the diary entry screen, using the owner_id to find the appropriate collection and creating a new entry for 

toda┞げs date. This collection can only be found once the database has been retrieved, in most home or 

private internet connections, the database is retrieved quickly and the so the system can find all entries 

without the user noticing a long wait. However, when the system was tested using the university wi-fi an 

issue arose that the system tried to complete other activities that used the data retrieved from the 

database, before the data was completely retrieved. This issue is supposedly due to the firewalls and blocks 

the system needs to go through before the database can be accessed that is not normally present (to such a 
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large extent) on home networks. To overcome this, the idea of a login screen was found, this will act as both 

security to access the useヴげs private diary entries and as a buffer for the system to retrieve all entries before 

trying to use them within the activities. Even with this login buffer screen, there is still a slight delay, so here 

a progress alert dialog is shown, where the user is told that the system is retrieving their entries. This 

ensures the user does not try and access any activities the system is not ready to run until all data is found. 

The idea of the login system will also allow for future updates in the systems database management. The 

logins allow for different users to have access to the system, which will mean each user could store their 

entries within their own collection within the MongoDB database. This would allow for quicker retrieval and 

seaヴIhiﾐg as the s┞steﾏ ┘ould oﾐl┞ ﾐeed to seaヴIh thヴough the iﾐdi┗idual useヴげs IolleItioﾐ. But due to 
finding the above issue close to the deadline, the simple solution given was enough to ensure the system will 

work even for protected internet connections.  

 

5.2.1.1. Login/password reset 

When the user accesses the application for the first time, the┞ ┘ill He sho┘ﾐ the けCヴeate Useヴ Logiﾐげ, heヴe 
they will be asked to create a new login with username and password.  Once created the user can start 

creating their entries as they choose. 

When they next access the application, their login details will be automatically pulled. Their username will be 

set in the login screen and the user will be asked to confirm their passcode in order to access the entries. 

Due to this feature being implemented close to the deadline as explained above, currently the application 

pulls the password as plaintext and compares it to the plaintext string inputted by the user. In order to 

increase security, it would be suggested for future work to encrypt these passcodes and compare the 

encryptions rather than the plaintext.  

To allo┘ the useヴ to ヴeset theiヴ passIode if the┞ Ihoose, the optioﾐ is a┗ailaHle H┞ seleItiﾐg the け“ettiﾐgsげ 
button in the top right corﾐeヴ of the けDiaヴ┞ Eﾐtヴ┞げ sIヴeeﾐ, the けHoﾏe Pageげ sIヴeeﾐ aﾐd the け“eaヴIh Plusげ 
screen. From this the user will have to re-enter their old passcode as verification, and then they can reset to 

a new passcode of their choosing. 
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5.2.2. Navigation 

 

Navigation is available throughout all main 

screen of the application via the navigation 

bar, found at the bottom of the screen. In 

oヴdeヴ the Huttoﾐs aヴe: さBaIkざ, さToda┞s Eﾐtヴ┞ざ, さHoﾏeざ and さ“eaヴIh Plusざ 

Shown here is how the navigation bar looks within the app. When not selected, the icons appear greyed out 

and the title is not visible. When selected the icons are coloured and the title of the screen the user is 

navigating to is displayed, as shown H┞ the highlighted けBaIkげ Huttoﾐ.  

On all screen (except the Diary Entry screen as explained belo┘ぶ the けBaIkげ Huttoﾐ siﾏpl┞ ヴetuヴﾐs the useヴ to 
the last actively used screen by finishing the currently running activity. 

The けToda┞s Eﾐtヴ┞げ Huttoﾐ ┘ill ﾐa┗igate the useヴ to the Diaヴ┞ Eﾐtヴ┞ sIヴeeﾐ. Usiﾐg iﾐteﾐts, the Iuヴヴeﾐt date is 
passed to the Diary Entry screen so todays entries can be found 

The けHoﾏeげ Huttoﾐ ┘ill staヴt the Hoﾏe Page usiﾐg iﾐteﾐts, as does the さSearch Plusざ button opening the 

Search plus screen. 

Withiﾐ the Diaヴ┞ Eﾐtヴ┞ sIヴeeﾐ, the けBaIkげ Huttoﾐ has additioﾐal safety catch where it prompts the user to 

check that all entries have been saved. Currently this is a brute force way of minimising errors as the 

program does not see if any data has been changed, it just assumes that it has and asks the user to save all 

data. The user can ignore this alert if all data has been changed or they do not wish to save the data by 

seleItiﾐg the けCoﾐtiﾐueげ optioﾐ iﾐ the aleヴt dialog 
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5.2.3. Diary entry 

All methods used to retrieve and handle diary entry data are found in the MainActivity class 

When starting this activity, which activity it has been called from is found using Intents. 

 

The method looks for a string passed through the intent that represents the date that has called the method. 

If there is no such string passed through, this means the diary entry for the current date is being called, and 

the date_of_entry will therefore equal the current date. The string passed through the intent is used when 

an entry is required for a particular date, for example when a date is selected on the calendar or the user 

wishes to expand the entry found through a search or event list.  

Originally this system was set up differently. The diary entry screen was used by two activities, one for the 

Iuヴヴeﾐt diaヴ┞ eﾐtヴ┞ Ialled けMainActi┗ity’ and a second for retrieving the entries from a date selected from the 

Ialeﾐdaヴ Ialled けEntryGivenDate. This was changed because the original code for retrieving the entries for 

the given date did not update correctly when the date changed, and it was found that both types of entry 

retrieval (todays entries and given date entries) could be accessed through this one class.  

The system instead calls the dbRetrieveFind() method which uses the find() method with MongoDBげs 

RemoteFindIterable variable. This method uses the given date (either the current date or date passed by an 

intent) to find any documents that match this date. If the task finds a document, all required data is 

retrieved from it including all entries and all to-do tasks for this date. As previously mentioned, events are 

stored in a separate collection and therefore are not affected by these document retrievals 

If multiple documents are returned, there has been an error with previously inputted entries. This is a very 

rare occurrence due to the verification and validation steps being used within the system to avoid this. 

However, as a precaution, the system deals with this by only retrieving the first document found. This is a 

brute force approach as it does not check which entry is the most appropriate, but will allow the system to 

continue to work if a previous error had been made somehow. 

If no document is found, this means that the given date has not previously been accessed by this user. The 

system will therefore create a document for this date, to allow for data to now be inputted for this date 

including any diary entries or to-do tasks.  
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Once the document has been retrieved 

or create the system now sets the 

appropriate fields ready for user entry. 

The method SetEntries() is called. This 

method creates the arrays required to be 

passed to the recycler view to show the 

entries appropriately. The arrays (enTexts 

etc.) are set to the size of the number of 

entries that have been found within the 

document. For each entry within the 

document all the entry data fields are 

retrieved and added to their respective 

arrays. If there are no documents 

retrieved, the arrays are given a blank 

string as a placeholder to be read by the recycler view. Once all entries have been processed the recycler 

view is called, passing the arrays to it, to display appropriately in the main list. 

 

To implement the multiple entries per date design a recycler view 

was used to allow the list to update dynamically. As the amount of 

data stored in each row can become quite large, the recycler view 

can handle this amount of data better than a standard list view and 

adapter. The View Holder helps to improve the performance of the 

system by keeping the views of each element within the row 

constant, and not re-finding the view each time the row is 

accessed. The use of the recycler view was a late addition to the 

project, originally an adapter was used, however this soon ran into 

the issue that the data within each row was not updating correctly 

or frequently enough, so data was often out of date to the users 

input. These issues were time consuming to solve and caused 

problems with other activities within the project by supplying them 

with incorrect data. But once this was updated to use the recycler 

view, all data was correctly updated, and other activities using this 

data could all run more smoothly. 

 

Unfortunately, due some issues with using and debugging MongoDB Atlas, the entries cannot be deleted. 

The system has implemented the feature to delete an entry by using an onLongClickListener where the user 

would be able to long click select a row in the entries list, and once confirmed the deletion in the dialog that 

is presented, the system then attempts to delete the selected row. However, all methods attempted to 

remove the document within the entries array (within the database) were unsuccessful. An example of a 

method used is shown below, where the document of the entry is attempted to be pulled from the array. 

But as this entry is a document, within an array, within the parent document, there were some issues 

accessing and removing the correct entry. As this project works with MongoDB Atlas, there is little in the 

way of debugging available to see where the process is being run and on what data. When running this 

method shown, the only feedback from the database was that one document was modified, but as far as can 

be seen, no documents were removed or updated. 
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5.2.3.1. Add New Entry  

To add a new entry for the given date (i.e. to add aﾐotheヴ ヴo┘ to the gi┗eﾐ dateげs eﾐtヴies listぶ the useヴ ┘ill 
seleIt the さAdd Ne┘ Eﾐtヴ┞ざ Huttoﾐ. The oヴigiﾐal desigﾐ foヴ addiﾐg a ﾐe┘ ヴo┘ iﾐIluded sa┗iﾐg a ﾐe┘ eﾏpt┞ 
document within the dates entries array in the database, however this meant that if a user added multiple 

ﾐe┘ ヴo┘s, ┘ithout iﾐputtiﾐg aﾐ┞ data to theﾏ, e┗eﾐ ┘ithout sa┗iﾐg the ﾐe┝t tiﾏe this dateげs eﾐtヴies ┘eヴe 
accessed the empty rows would still be shown in the list. To overcome this this method now keeps track of a 

variable called extraRows. This ┗aヴiaHle is iﾐIヴeased H┞ oﾐe e┗eヴ┞ tiﾏe the useヴ seleIts the さAdd Ne┘ Eﾐtヴ┞ざ 
button, after this increment the dbRetrieveFind() method is called again, which will call the SetEntries() 

method when the entries are retrieved. As mentioned, the arrays created are set to the size of the number 

of entries retrieved, however, to allow more rows to be added, the size is increased by the amount of 

extraRows.  

This means if the new row is not saved, when 

the user returns to the date of the entry, there 

will only be the number of previously saved 

entries and no blank additional rows will 

appear. 

This does mean however that some data may 

be lost if the user inputs or edits data in a row 

aﾐd theﾐ seleIts to さAdd Ne┘ ‘o┘ざ, as the eﾐtヴies aヴe ヴeset to the arrays that have been saved and 

retrieved by the dbRetireveFind() method. To avoid this error of losing data an alert dialog is set to remind 

the user to save all entries required before adding a new row. 
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5.2.3.2. Emotions 

The emotions were implemented to keep the recognisability and simplicity as 

determined during the heuristic evaluation of the prototype. To ensure this, a 

simple list design was used, using the combination of the emoji image and the 

relating string to allow users to recognise and link the two relating items 

together. This will also allow users to later search the correct term for the 

emotion tag to return all entries that have been tagged with the specified 

emotion tag. Or when reviewing analysis of an entry will know which emotion is 

being referred to. 

 When the user selects an emotion from the list, the relating emoji image is 

displayed within the entry. If the user selects the さ‘eﾏo┗e Eﾏotioﾐ Tagざ Huttoﾐ 
the eﾏotioﾐ tag ┘ill He set HaIk to the default さeﾏpt┞ざ eﾏoji faIe aﾐd ﾐo tag 
will be saved will the entry. 

Currently the user is limited to select from a list of 8 emotions, these were 

based on the 8 basic human emotions (Gautam, S, 2011) the emotions were 

also chosen on the availability of emoji images and whether these emotions 

could be portrayed accurately through an emoji. 

Having a limited number of emotions, results in all code relating to these emotions being hardcoded.  

The images of emojis were all found through JoyPixel, that has a free licence to use the images within 

personal projects. All images available from www.joypixels.com.   

5.2.3.3. Locations 

The location tags for the entry is completed using Google Maps API. In order to use Google Maps API, an API 

key had to be obtained using console.developers.google.com. This key is restricted to Android apps only and  

uses this projects SHA1 key to restrict the use this this app. Maps SDK for android and Places API enabled to 

allow the application to use the Google Maps method and be able to return location addresses when the 

user searches for a location string, selects points on the map or uses current user location. 

When the user selects the location tag field within the entry, an activity is started using the 

startActivityForResult method with an Intent. The intent will take any current location tag that may have 

been previously entered 

for this entry and passes it 

to a new activity called 

LocationSetter. Before the 

map can be displayed the 

system will gain 

permission from the user 

that location services may 

be used by this 

application. This includes 

allowing current location 

to be found and map 

locations can be searched. 
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If permission is granted by the 

user, in the LocationSetter class, 

any coordinates passed through 

from the intent are found and 

mapped on the Google Map 

MapView set in the layout once 

the map has been initialised. If no 

coordinates have been passed an 

empty map (without any pins) is displayed.   

There are many ways the user can pin a location on the map. The first is they can set the location as their 

current location. Here the system checks the permission to access user location has been granted, if it has 

the system will use the getLastLocation() method to find the last known location of the device.  

The Geocoder class is used to get the address of the 

location, this is used as the location name to be recognised 

by the user instead of using coordinates. To give the user 

more flexibility when a location name is found, it will be 

displayed to the user to edit in an alert dialog. The user can 

choose to save the location name as given, or they can edit 

it to be whatever name they choose. This allows the user to 

use tags peヴsoﾐal to theﾏ ふけHoﾏeげ foヴ e┝ample), this allows for memorable search terms for them to search 

if they wish.    

Another way for a user to tag their location is to use the search bar, 

here they can search an address and using the Places SDK for android, 

autocomplete suggested locations will be available for the user to 

select from. This feature is implemented using a Autocomplete Support 

Fragment. When the user selects the search bar, the fragment is 

displayed showing a list of all autocomplete suggestions. Selecting one 

of the suggestions will return a Place. Usiﾐg this PlaIeげs LatLﾐg 
coordinates and name, the required location fields are set ready for the 

location intent and the marker is placed onto the map. The location 

name is again verified by the user to give this flexibility of location 

names stored in the database  
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The final way to tag a location is to long click select any location on the map using the Google Map 

setOnMapLongClickListener() method. As before the coordinates are found using the Geocoder methods and 

the location address is verified and changed by the user as required.  

 

The moveCamera method is used 

frequently whenever a new 

location is wanting to be pinned on 

the map. This method will remove 

any already placed pins, as only 

one location per entry should be 

made.  

A new pin is added to the specified 

location, the name specified by the user is set as the title. The default zoom value when moving the camera 

is set to 15f, to keep the consistency of the map visually. 

 Wheﾐ a loIatioﾐ has Heeﾐ Ihoseﾐ, the useヴ ┘ill seleIt the さ“et 
LoIatioﾐざ Huttoﾐ aﾐ Iﾐteﾐt is ﾏade to pass HaIk the Ihoseﾐ loIatioﾐs 
coordinate and location name to the diary entry. As this activity was 

called using a startActivityForResult() method, intent is returned by 

setting the result and finishing the activity  

To ヴeﾏo┗e the loIatioﾐ tag the useヴ Iaﾐ seleIt the さ‘eﾏo┗e LoIatioﾐざ 
button, after confirming the action in the displayed alert dialog, the 

location currently displayed will be removed and the user will be 

returned to the diary entry where now the location field will be blank.  
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5.2.3.4. Photo  

The implementation of allowing photographs to be added to entries has been partially successful. Currently 

all methods to input a photograph into an individual entry are working well. In order to first access the 

devices camera or camera roll, requests are made for the user to grant permission for the application to 

access its required target.  

Once permission has been granted, the user will be prompted via a 

dialog box to add a photo ┗ia seleItiﾐg fヴoﾏ the de┗iIeげs Iaﾏera roll 

oヴ takiﾐg a ﾐe┘ photo fヴoﾏ the de┗iIeげs Iaﾏeヴa. Both optioﾐs ha┗e 
been successfully implemented using intents to the requested 

activities within the device. On result of the activity an image URI is 

found and set within the entry, a small icon of the photograph is 

displayed in the entry. When reselecting the photo field, a larger 

image is shown within the dialog box for the user to view easily.  

Currently the photo cannot be stored within the database. This would 

have been implemented using a GridFS object available to work with 

MongoDB, but due to lack of knowledge and time, this was not 

successfully implemented.  Further explanation to this issue is given 

within the Evaluation section. 

 

5.2.3.5. Saving an Entry 

Each entry is saved individually, this decision was made to reduce the potential errors a user could make by 

overwriting data changed in different entries when they only meant to save one. To complement this design, 

it was initially planned that the system will check for any changes made within any and all of the entries 

when the user navigates away from the Diary Entry screen. However, due to time constraints this was not 

implemented fully and therefore there are no checks made to whether data that has been changed has been 

saved.  

The data is saved by using the updateOne method for MongoDB. As each entry is stored within an array of 

Documents, a new Document is created using all the data entered for this entry row. If any data fields have 

not been inputted, this data field is given an empty string value as a placeholder for when this entry is 

retrieved or updated, meaning no extra work is needed to input these fields into the document later. The 
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update operator is さ$setざ. $set also allo┘s updatiﾐg of fields that ha┗e alヴead┞ Heeﾐ iﾐputted, it ┘ill ヴeplaIe 
the current data with the new data. If the entry being saved is new and therefore does not have a place in 

the array, the update option of upsert(true) will update any existing entries but will also create a new 

document in the array otherwise. 

A toast message is displayed to the user on success of the save, this is to inform the user that the entry has 

been saved. This ensures the user is aware of the update success and will remove any doubts or confusion.  

 

 

5.2.4. To Do Lists 

5.2.4.1. Add one off task 

Within the To-Do task entry screen (as shown), the user can create a 

one-off task for the date they specify or create multiple repeated 

tasks with the frequency they specify, as explained below.  

When the user selects to add a new task they are taken to the To-Do 

Task Creator screen, initally the only fields visible are the Task Name 

and Task Date, the other two secotions (reminder time and repat 

task) are accessible when the user checks the corresponding check 

box. This will reduce the potential errors made by users, by limiting 

the fields displayed to a user until they choose to access them. 

The Task Date and Final Date use DatePickerDialogs and the Reminder 

Time uses a TimePickerDialog. Both are Android methods to ensure 

the correct format of time or date is inputted to remove errors caused 

by invalid data stored in the database.  

A one-off task requires a Task Name and a Task Date, optionally the 

user can input a Reminder Time if required. When the user selects 

さSaveざ the system will run some verification checks, if the user has 

not entered a Name or Date they will be prompted to do so until the Save is accepted. Only if the さAdd 
ヴeﾏiﾐdeヴ foヴ taskざ IheIkHo┝ has Heeﾐ IheIked does the system verify that a Reminder Time has been 

entered and will prompt the user if not.  
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5.2.4.2. Add repeatable task 

To add a repeatable to-do task the user will specify the frequency of the task, by the days applicable and the 

frequency of weeks specified. The Final Date for task will be the last date this task will be added on (if task 

falls on this date).  

The method to calculate which dates this task should be saved is as follows. The system starts with the 

current date saving this to a temporary variable. While the current date does not equal the final date, the 

system will look at the day of the week of this current date and compare it to the selected days that the user 

would like to repeat the task on. If there is a match, the system will also check that the number of weeks 

passed since the last time this day of the week was added is equal to the frequency of the number of weeks 

the user would like the task to be repeated in (for example every 2 weeks, so the number of weeks would be 

2). If this is also equal this task can successfully be saved for this date. To do this the system will try and 

retrieve the entry for this date, if an entry is successfully retrieved, the task is added to the list of to-do tasks 

for this date (or a new list is created if no to-do tasks exists for this entry). Otherwise if no entry for the given 

date is found an entry needs to be created first in order for the to-do list to be stored correctly. 

When the date has been checked and if necessary saved, the current date is increased by one. This new date 

is checked as above and so on until the current date equals the final date. 

Shown here is the while loop used to 

only look at dates before the final date. 

Within here, the checks made to see if 

the current day of the week matches to 

a day of the week checked by the user. 

And checks for if the number of weeks 

passed is equal to the number of weeks 

specified. 

When checking the day of the week to 

Sunday, the number of weeks will be 

increased (if the user has set the 

frequency to every week, this will not 

be increased) if the number of weeks 

just counted (eg weekcounter-1) is 

equal to the number of weeks 

specified, then the count is restarted at 

1, so the next loop will save the entries 

as the number of weeks that have past 

is equal to the number of weeks the 

user has specified to pass.  
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5.2.4.3. Checking off tasks 

The to-do list found in both the main to-do list screen and the Home Page use the same adapter to simply 

display the name of the task, the reminder time set (if specified) and the checkbox that relates to if the user 

has checked this task off. When a checkbox is modified (checked or unchecked) the database is updated 

without any further user interaction needed, by using the onCheckedChangeListener.   

5.2.4.4. Reminders 

Unfortunately, the system does not currently remind the user of any of the tasks they have selected to have 

a reminder. This was due to lack knowledge of how to implement this feature, and eventually the time 

constraints of the project meant this could not be implemented successfully. Android has the method of 

AlarmManager that would be able to create alarms specified by the system and remind the user of their 

tasks. This would be aHle to ヴuﾐ iﾐ the de┗iIes HaIkgヴouﾐd aﾐd け┘ake upげ the de┗iIe ┘heﾐ speIified. This 
method would therefore be ideal to use for the reminder features, and for future improvements of the 

project it would be hoped to be implemented to do so.  

 

5.2.5. Event lists for date 

5.2.5.1. Add Event 

The screen to add a new event implements simple methods to 

save the event and display them to a list using an adapter. The 

user will need to enter the Event Name and Event Date, 

optionally they will enter the Event Time and Event Location. If 

the user selects to add a countdown for an event and the user 

has not set the Event Time, the time will be set as 00:00.  

5.2.5.2. Edit Event 

The option to edit an event is available when a user long click 

selects them. This will return the user to the Event creator 

screen, but the related date fields are filled in with the 

corresponding data. The user can modify the data and save the 

event again which will then update in the database and thus all 

corresponding lists 
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5.2.6. Home Page 

5.2.6.1. Event countdowns  

If a user has chosen to have a countdown for an event, they will be 

displayed in the countdown list on the Home Page. To do this, the 

system goes through all events in the database to find each entry 

that has been set to have a countdown. The system compares the 

current date to the date of the event, using JodaTime, the time 

difference between the two dates is calculated. If the time 

difference is positive the event is stored in a temporary array, if the 

difference is negative, the event has passed and therefore will not 

be stored in the array. This temporary array is then sorted into 

descending order of time difference, so the event that will be 

happening soonest is first in the array. This sorted array is then 

displayed in a list using an adapter, showing the event name, and the 

countdown until the date in months, weeks, days and hours.  

Long click selecting an event gives the user the option to go to the 

corresponding diary entry for the date of the event   

5.2.6.2. Date entry calendar 

Selecting a date from the calendar found in the Home Page will 

ﾐa┗igate the useヴ to the Ihoseﾐ dateげs Eﾐtヴ┞ sIヴeeﾐ. This is siﾏpl┞ doﾐe usiﾐg Iﾐtents and passing the 

selected date through and retrieving the entries for this selected date.  

 

5.2.7. Analysis 

5.2.7.1. Search terms  

The user can search any test string, and the system will return any 

entry that contains this string in the text, emotion tag or location tag.  

This is implemented by retrieving all entries that match the owner_id 

of the current device, and for each entry that is returned, the text, 

emotion and location is checked if they match the given search term. 

If they do, the entry date, emotion tag and location tag are entered 

into an array which is then displayed to the user, to show all matching 

entries.  

Each entry can be selected, and the user can navigate to the 

corresponding diary entry screen. 

If required, the user can search without a search term and all entries 

created by the user will be displayed 

Currently this way of searching is efficient and fast enough for there 

to be no noticeable delay to the user. In the future as the number of 

entries inputted by the user, the overhead will increase, and the user 

may start to see a decrease in performance when searching. It would 

therefore be ideal to improve this method of searching by not having to retrieve every entry made by the 

user each time a search is made. 
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5.2.7.2. Advanced search 

The user is able to make an advance search by selecting the small drop-

down button within the search bar, this will give them the option to only 

search within the text, emotion tag and/or location tag. This gives the 

user more flexibility with their searches. 

5.2.7.3. Average Emotion  

The average emotion(s) of all entries returned by the search is displayed. 

The average is found by the most common emotion tagged in all the returned entries. If there is more than 

one emotion that occurs the most often, they are all displayed.  

The average is calculated by creating a temporary map, the keys of which are the 8 emotions available, the 

values will keep a count of the number of times the emotion tag is found. When the system is searching 

through each entry, if an entry matches the search string, the emotion tagged (if any) will increase the value 

of the corresponding position in the map. Once all entries have been searched, the values are put into an 

array and sorted, the largest value is found. The keys that map to the same largest value are retrieved and 

these are therefore set as the average emotion. 

5.2.7.4. Map results  

For another way to view the search results the user can choose to 

map the results. For this the system takes the coordinates of the 

resulting search entries and maps them. The pins mapped 

represent at least one entry has been tagged with this location. 

Each pinpoint on the map combines the entry with the same 

location, the number of entries in this group is shown when 

selecting the pin. The display of entries is shown when selected, 

and the average emotion for this group of entries is also displayed. 

To implement this, when the entries are searched, the coordinates 

(longitude and latitude) for the entries are stored in a HashMap as 

a LatLng key. Similar to the search emotion Map variable, this 

counts the number of times this location is tagged, this will be used 

as the count above the pin when selected. The entry date and 

emotion tag are also added to an array, which will be passed to the 

map intent.  

The Map All Entries button will map all locations tagged in any 

entry inputted using the same method as described above. 

When selecting a pin, the relating entries to this location are 

displayed. Long click selecting one of the displayed entries allows the user to navigate to the full entry for 

the given date.  
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6. Evaluation  
 

6.1. Test Cases 
Test cases were created to test functionality and accuracy of the system. These test cases were carried out 

as true to the case as possible to ensure no bias or work arounds were made. The tests were written to 

ensure all requirements have been met and the system is functional for different types of users, each with 

different requirements of the system using different types of data. Each test is given a Pass or Fail status, 

depending on if the tests successfully completed the tasks with the provided test data. The test data was 

written to test for: 

- Valid data, this data should always be accepted by the system. The data is based on potential 

common user tasks. 

- Erroneous data, this data should never be accepted by the system. The data was also based on 

potential user tasks, but tests for common errors that may occur with the user. This data will test 

how the system handles any erroneous data, testing for error checking and subsequently error 

messages if error not handled by system effectively 

- Extreme data, where applicable, data that is at the highest or lowest possible values to ensure the 

system can handle data at the extremes, valid extreme data should always be accepted by the 

system  

See Appendix 2: Test Cases 

The results of the test cases show 82% of tested functionality were successful. This high rate shows that the 

majority of functionality requirements initially outlined for the project were successfully implemented and 

function appropriately with both valid and invalid data.  

There are however some failed test cases, these relate to the functional requirements FR2, FR6 and FR8.  

FR2 was not successfully implemented due to the fact that the images selected within the application cannot 

be stored within the database. As explained previously with the photo data implementation, the photos can 

be inputted into the entry, but the methods required to input these into the database were unsuccessful. It 

was planned to input these photos into the database by converting them to GridFS objects. GridFS objects 

are datatypes that are acceptable within a MongoDB database, allowing large sized objects that may exceed 

the document size limit. (MongoDB 2019b) However due to the limited time constraint, no method was 

found to convert the image to the GridFS object to be stored in the database, or to be able to retrieve the 

GridFS object and display it appropriately in the entry. 

Therefore, although aspects including retrieving a photograph from the devices camera roll and allowing the 

useヴ to take ﾐe┘ photogヴaphs fヴoﾏ the de┗iIeげs Iaﾏeヴa. This test Iase ultiﾏatel┞ failed as this data Iould 
not be saved or retrieved. 

FR6 and FR8 are related to getting reminders from the system about events and to-do tasks inputted by the 

user. These test cases failed as there is currently no method for having reminders or alerts implemented into 

the system. This feature was not implemented in time, although the relating and required data fields to 

implement this feature have been added. Therefore, with further work, this feature can be added relatively 

simply with little modification to existing methods and activities.  

Testing for FR12 and FR13 has not been carried out as these features were not implemented in time. 

However, due to these ヴeケuiヴeﾏeﾐts Heiﾐg laHelled as さCould Ha┗eざ ヴeケuiヴeﾏeﾐts aﾐd disIlaiﾏeヴs ﾏade 
previously, these features were only expected if there was time spare at the end of implementing all other 
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features successfully. Therefore, the lack of these features has not affected the main functionality of the 

project, only additional features that were not main requirements. 

 

6.2. Usability Testing  
To test the system with a set of potential real users, a moderated user testing approach is used.  Testing with 

real users that will be similar to the personas outlined in the background research will help evaluate how the 

system will work with users and if it meets expectations.  

The tests will begin by showing the user how the system works, giving brief tour of functionality available. 

This will make the tests more effective to execute as the user will have an idea of how the tasks should be 

carried out.  

The users will then be given a user a number of tasks that will simulate common tasks a user will want to 

achieve while using this system. Users will be encouraged to think out loud while carrying out the tasks and 

no prompts will be given unless they become lost or significantly go over the allocated time. This will show 

user expectations in how they natural navigate system and if there are common user errors. 

Following the tasks, the user will be asked if they have any general comments or opinions on how the app 

functions and what improvements they may suggest making navigation through the system more efficient or 

self-explanatory. This may also include if they had different expectations in how they thought the app would 

unction or where they thought a task should be accessible from. 

 

Task Number UT01 

Task Goal Create New User Login 

Task Explanation This will be the first step for a user, whether they can complete this task will 

determine if they will be able to access the application. 

 

For efficiency the user may use the following test data: 

Username: userOne 

Passcode: 1234 

Time Allocated 40 seconds 

  

Task Number UT02 

Task Goal Add and save entry for today 

Task Explanation This is the main feature of this application, completing this task is paramount in the 

reason this app exists 

 

For efficiency the user may use the following test data, this will also ensure all 

features are tested by the user: 

Text: Today I went to the London Eye 

Emotion: Happy 

Photo: Select photo of London from camera roll 

Location: London Eye  

Time Allocated 2 minutes  
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Task Number UT03 

Task Goal Add to do task for today 

Task Explanation User will be asked to add a one-off task to add to their to do list  

 

For efficiency the user may use the following test data: 

Task Name: Phone Dad 

Reminder Time: 17:30 

Time Allocated 40 seconds 

 

Task Number UT04 

Task Goal Add Repeatable To-Do task 

Task Explanation User will be asked to add a task that will be repeated multiple times, this will test if 

the useヴ is a┘aヴe of the さ‘epeataHle taskざ featuヴe, aﾐd that the┞ do ﾐot think they 

will need to enter each task individually and manually 

 

For efficiency the user may use the following test data: 

Task Name: Take out Bins 

‘epeat e┗eヴ┞ otheヴ ┘eek ふe┗eヴ┞ ヲ ┘eeksぶ oﾐ Wedﾐesda┞げs aﾐd “atuヴda┞げs 

Time Allocated 1 minute 

 

Task Number UT05 

Task Goal Add Event with countdown 

Task Explanation User will be asked to add an event with a countdown. The event will be for a future 

date, this will test how the user navigates the system to complete this task 

 

For efficiency the user may use the following test data: 

E┗eﾐt ﾐaﾏe: Jaﾐeげs Paヴt┞ 

Event date: 23/07/2019 

Time: 09:45 

Location: Village Hall 

Add countdown 

Time Allocated 1 minute 30 seconds 

 

Task Number UT06 

Task Goal Check off task from to do list 

Task Explanation User will be asked to check off one of the tasks for todays to do list, this will used to 

shown if users use the shortcut to access the to do list in the home page or if they go 

to the to do list page, via the diary entry 

Time Allocated 30 seconds 

 

Task Number UT07 

Task Goal Review Diary entry for given date 

Task Explanation User will be asked to review the entry previously entered for the 28th April 2019. This 

will see if users are able to navigate the calendar on the Home page to review 

previous entries 

Time Allocated 30 seconds 
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Task Number UT08 

Task Goal Search for all entries containing a given search term 

Task Explanation The user will be asked to search all eﾐtヴies foヴ the teヴﾏ さHapp┞ざ, the┞ ┘ill He asked to 
search in the text only. This will see if user can navigate to the search and if they use 

the advanced search appropriately 

The user will be asked if they can identify the average emotion of these search results 

Time Allocated 1 minute 

 

Task Number UT09 

Task Goal Map all location tags entered into journal  

Task Explanation The user will be asked to map all locations, this will ensure they know the difference 

between mapping the searched entries and mapping all entries 

Time Allocated 45 seconds 

 

Task Number UT10 

Task Goal Reset passcode for account 

Task Explanation The user will be asked to reset the passcode they previously entered when creating 

their login. This will ensure the user is able to navigate to the passcode reset screen  

Time Allocated 45 seconds 

 

 

6.2.1. Usability Test Results 

To complete this usability testing, three users were asked to carry out the tasks outlined above individually. 

As little guidance as possible was given, only when the user asked for guidance when they could not see how 

to complete the task.  

The users selected were selected to try and give three unique opinions as each user has different 

backgrounds, ages and experience with diary usage. Ideally these tasks would be tested by as many users as 

possible to get as much feedback using the system as possible as users all have different expectations and 

will try to complete tasks in their own way, however due to time constraints only three users were able to 

carry out the tasks.  

User 1: A current diary user. He currently writes in a diary book daily, often short passages of what has 

happened that day. Has never tried a mobile diary app but has very good technical knowledge and is 

moderately proficient using mobile apps 

User 2: Does not currently keep a diary. Did attempt to a few years ago but often forgot to create an entry 

and soon lost interest. Would be interested in restarting a diary given a more interesting way to keep one. 

Has high proficiency in using mobile apps 

User 3: Does not currently keep a diary and has previously had no desire to start one. This user has very high 

proficiency using mobile apps. 
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UC01 

User 1 Pass 

User had no problem creating new login 

37 seconds 

User 2 Pass 

User had no problem creating new login 

24 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

User had no problem creating new login 

27 seconds 

 

UC02 

User 1 Pass 

The user seleIted the さAdd ﾐe┘ Eﾐtヴ┞ざ Huttoﾐ e┗eﾐ though theヴe ┘as aﾐ eﾏpt┞ eﾐtヴ┞ a┗ailaHle to theﾏ, 
thus creating an empty row in the list.  

User felt the location set field may not be large enough to select accurately but navigated well otherwise. 

User was hesitaﾐt ┘hetheヴ ho┘ to sa┗e the loIatioﾐ tag, e┗eﾐtuall┞ IoヴヴeItl┞ seleIted け“et LoIatioﾐげ 
button 

2 minutes 38 seconds 

User 2 Pass 

User navigated through all data input fields well, only unsure of how to save entry, did not realise that the 

save button relating to the row only saves that entry, eventually saved after trialling save buttons 

2 minutes 4 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

User found entry simple, saved entry successfully  

1 minute 42 seconds 

 

UC03 

User 1 Pass 

Initially forgot where to find To-Do tasks, found eventually through diary entry screen. Otherwise 

navigated well, no issues with entry 

57 seconds 

User 2 Pass 

Accessed through main diary entry screen To-Do List. Navigated and succeeded very easily  

29 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

Accessed via Home Page to-do list, entered successfully 

30 seconds 

 

UC04 

User 1 Pass 

Na┗igated ┘ell. Iﾐitiall┞ did ﾐot eﾐteヴ けFiﾐal Dateげ as ヴeケuiヴed, Hut app pヴoﾏpted useヴ aﾐd ┘as theﾐ 
successful  

1 minute 6 seconds 

User 2 Pass 

Na┗igated ┘ell, agaiﾐ did ﾐot iﾐitiall┞ eﾐteヴ けFiﾐal Dateげ Hut ┘heﾐ pヴoﾏpted H┞ app, suIIessfull┞ added 
tasks 

1 minute 8 seconds 
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User 3 Pass 

Navigated very well, entered all required fields without prompts 

58 seconds 

 

UC05 

User 1 Pass 

Navigated to the date first via the Home Page calendar, then to the events list from the Diary Entry screen 

displayed. Successfully created 

1 minute 32 seconds  

User 2 Pass 

Navigated to from todayげs Diary Entry screen, then changed date from within events entry screen. Event 

successfully created 

42 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

Navigate to the date first via Home Page calendar, then to events list. Successfully created  

59 seconds 

 

UC06 

User 1 Pass 

Found via Diary Entry screen To-Do list. Wondered if needed to save but after not finding one accepted 

saved automatically  

37 seconds 

User 2 Pass 

Found via Diary Entry screen To-Do list. Successfully checked 

11 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

Found via Home Page To-Do List, successfully checked 

16 seconds 

 

UC07 

User 1 Pass 

Successfully navigated and reviewed 

16 seconds 

User 2 Pass 

Successfully navigated and reviewed 

28 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

Successfully navigated and reviewed 

18 seconds 

 

UC08 

User 1 Fail 

User could not find the advance search button and needed to be prompted. After prompting search 

successfully made  

1 minute 31 seconds 

User 2 Pass 

Successfully found search area, thought advanced search was hard to see, but found eventually and 

successfully searched 
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32 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

Initially could not find advanced search, found eventually, successfully searched 

43 seconds 

 

UC09 

User 1 Pass 

Found easily and successfully mapped all results  

12 seconds 

User 2 Pass 

Initially did not know what this task was asking them to do, after searching around eventually successfully 

mapped  

27 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

Navigated well and successfully mapped  

16 seconds  

 

UC10 

User 1 Pass 

Found easily via Home Page due to seeing settings menu when carrying out previous task, successfully 

changed login 

40 seconds  

User 2 Pass 

Found easily via Search Plus page, successfully changed login  

27 seconds 

User 3 Pass 

Found easily via Home Page, successfully changed login  

38 seconds 

 

General comments: 

All useヴs fouﾐd ﾏost of the sIヴeeﾐs aﾐd featuヴes eas┞ to ﾐa┗igate. Oﾐe Ioﾏﾏeﾐt ┘as the けDiaヴ┞ Eﾐtヴ┞げ sIヴeeﾐ 
icon in the navigation bar was not clear what it was for, they could not give an example of what they were 

expecting but did not think the icon chosen was ideal. 

Other comments mentioned that some buttons, including the advanced search drop down button and the 

area for location tag selection, was too small. For some screen sizes, especially mobile phones, these buttons 

may not be able to be selected accurately. 

One user did not feel they would use the map locations or search results section of the application, so they 

were unsure of the use of this feature.  

Some features require to be double clicked, this includes the calendar picker for date selectors in the event 

entry and to-do tasks entry, were not obvious to users. They felt the calendar picker should appear on first 

click of these fields. 

For some of the alert dialogs, for example the emotion select dialog, one user was unaware that selecting 

anywhere outside of the screen will close the dialog. They suggested that some of these dialogs might 

Heﾐefit a けCaﾐIelげ oヴ siﾏilaヴ Huttoﾐ to let users close the dialog if they do not want to select an item within 

the dialog are unsure how to close it otherwise.  
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6.3. Questionnaire  
As there were constraints to getting enough users for testing a questionnaire was developed to gather user 

opinion on the app. It would have been preferable to have been completed the questionnaire survey before 

implementation, but the time taken to gain ethics approval was longer than expected and the tight deadlines 

for completion of this project prevented this. Instead the results found will be used to contrast and compare 

the ideas and opinions of real users and what has actually been achieved in this project. This will also help to 

identify improvements and potential development of this application in the future. 

6.3.1. Methodology  

The questionnaire was shared via social media asking potential participants to complete a voluntary and 

anonymous online questionnaire. In total 34 responses were received, with participants ranging in age from 

18-25 to over 65. Participants were asked whether they were regular diary users to see identify whether 

there were differences of opinion on what they considered should be in a diary app between those who 

write journals every day and people who have never kept a journal before. Opinions on what functions users 

would find useful in a mobile diary app were collected. This data will be used to analyse whether the current 

features of the created application match the opinions of real users 

Full questionnaire shown in Appendix 3: Questionnaire 

 

6.3.2. Key Results  

Full Results shown in Appendix 3.1: Questionnaire – Raw Results 

The following is the breakdown of the 34 participants 

• Age Groups 

o 38% - 18-29 

o 21% - 30-45 

o 35% - 46-65 

o 6% - Over 65 

• Gender 

o 82% - Female 

o 18% - Male 

Out of the 34 participants, 53% reported that they consider themselves diary users. These current users 

ranged from 12% reporting relatively short time use of up to 1 year of use. 44% of users said they have been 

keeping a form of diary between 2 to 5 years. While the remaining 44% have said they kept their diaries for 

over 10 years. These results show that keeping a diary is often based on consistency and may be due to a 

habit built over many years. 61% of current diary users reported that they write daily in some capacity, 

which verifies diaヴies to He a dail┞ aIti┗it┞ that HeIoﾏes paヴt of a peヴsoﾐげs ヴoutiﾐe.  

83% of current diary users have said they only use book or paper forms of a diaries, and the remaining 17% 

use a combination of book and digital forms of diaries. This shows there is current lack of use of mobile diary 

apps, this may be to do with, as mentioned before, writing diaries is traditionally written in physical copies 

and as majority of users have been keeping journals for many years, most before mobile diary apps were 

available or good enough for users to make the switch from physical to digital.  

Out of the 34 participants the remaining 47% reported to not consider themselves diary users. However, 

94% reported to have previously tried to keep a diary in some capacity, but due to numerous reasons have 

not in recent years. These reasons include; forgetting to write (reported by 25% of non-user), losing interest 
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(25% of non-users), feeling a diary did not benefit their lives (19% of non-users) and 25% felt they did not 

have the time to complete their entries.  

Many of these reasons could be answered using a mobile app, the use of reminders to create an entry each 

day or at the users chosen frequency could help user to remember to keep up to date with their journals. 

Whether a mobile app would be beneficial or would be able to keep a userげs interest would depend on the 

useヴげs iﾐdi┗idual needs but using a mobile app could offer the user more features to bring diary keeping up 

to date. In the most recent reports at least 94% of adults in the UK own a mobile phone (it is unreported 

how many of these are smartphones, but it is assumed that majority of adults will own a smartphone or a 

device that has capabilities of working with applications)  (Henshaw, S 2019). This could attract both current 

diary users and non-users to create a diary on their devices that will be more flexible and offer more 

features. The participants were asked to rank their proficiency in using mobile application, 97% of 

participants said they were at least moderately proficient (3 out of 5), this shows that majority of users 

would be happy to use mobile apps with ease and without the need for extensive user guides. Using features 

and standards used in other mobile apps means majority of users would be happy to use the user interface 

designs and features that have been implemented into this application. 

Within the questionnaire, the participants were asked their opinions of what sort of features they felt would 

be beneficial to them and what features they would use if they were to use a mobile diary app. The following 

shows the percentage of users that agreed the feature would be beneficial: 

• Photographs – 88% 

• Event Reminders – 82% 

• Location Tagging – 79% 

• Daily To-do lists – 65% 

• Emotion Tagging – 47% 

• Repeat Reminders – 44% 

• Event Countdowns – 41% 

• Goal Tracking – 29% 

The available extra data inputs are interesting to users to keep entries modern and give users flexibility in 

how they keep their thoughts and memories. Although photographs can be stored on smartphones already, 

storing and organising these photographs by date and enhancing text diary entries with photographs give 

the diary app an advantage over physical diary books. 

The responses show that as well as diary entries, users would like the app to have extended features like 

event reminders and daily to-do lists. The is encouraging for the project created as both features have been 

implemented successfully to create events and to-do tasks. Users would like the remind feature involved 

with these, so further work would be recommended to implement the reminder functionality to fulfil the 

user expectations.    

Currently this application does not offer the use of photographs within the entries, because of the issue of 

photographs not being stored in the database. This situation would not be ideal for real users as this was the 

highest rated feature users would most appreciate. The feature of goal tracking was not implemented in 

time, but from analysing these results not many users would see the benefit of this within a diary app. 

Otherwise all other high rating features have been successfully implemented so the application has met 

many of the expectations and wishes real users would like to see in a personal diary application. 

Users were asked for any other features that were not listed that they would like to see in a mobile diary 

app. Some of the comments and features mentioned were features including けon this dayげ reminders where 

users can see what was inputted on the current day years ago, other input types including drawing and 
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weather tags and the ability to output their entries in a format of their choice. Users commented on wanting 

to be able to synchronise their diary between devices, which could include different platforms (between 

Windows, Android and iOS for example). The final comment made was to allow flexible designs for user to 

be able to make the application their own, with the use of colour coding between different types of entries 

(work, home etc.). This would allow users to make their diaries unique and most efficient for them, as with 

physical diaries users often make them their own, either by the design of the book, or the layout of their 

entries, so it will be important to continue this in mobile apps to not take away from the benefits of physical 

books. 

On top of this users were asked if they would be interested in analysis of their entry, 59% of users agreed 

that they would like this analysis in some sense. This is inconclusive as there may be many ways an entry 

could be analysed and depends on what sort of entries the user likes to make. If a user does not make use of 

one type of input (emotion tags for example) this would narrow the amount of analysis that could be made 

oﾐ the eﾐtヴ┞. The use of けOﾐ this da┞げ featuヴe seeﾏs populaヴ as it is ofteﾐ used iﾐ other social media 

(Facebook memories for example (Facebook 2018) and diary applications (as found in the DayOne app). This 

could be a simple way of analysing a journal that users would enjoy and would be interested in. 
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7. Future Work 
The current application is functional and implements the majority of the features initially planned. There are 

a few features that were not completely executed to the standard that would have been expected, these 

would be the first areas that would be worked on further, given more time. These include allowing 

photographs to be stored within entries, this was a highly expected feature as shown from previous 

application research and the responses from the user questionnaire. The issues faced were to do with 

getting the images from the device to be stored as GridFS objects within the database, retrieving them 

successfully and displaying them in the entries when required. The structure for implementing this feature is 

set up, and with more time and knowledge this should be a relatively simple task to achieve. 

Another planned feature that was not fully executed is the ability for the application to alert the user of the 

reminders they may have set for tasks and events, and a reminder to write their entry every day. This, again, 

seems like a relatively simple task to achieve, and given more time to research into methods of how to 

implement this function, could be added to the system with little change of code or functionality.  

The current method used to connect the application to the database is via MongoDB Atlas. This method 

requires an internet connection, which although it can be assumed that internet access (whether through 

Wi-Fi or data roaming) is available in the majority of areas around the UK. (Office for National Statistics 

2018) It would be ideal to allow users to access their diary entries offline, giving the user more flexibility and 

having the diary available at all times. This may include changing the database access or method of retrieval 

which would cause a significant change to the system and would therefore only be recommended given 

enough research and reason to do so. 

Another feature identified is the improvement of the security of the login system. Improving this system will 

involve the use of separate collections within the MongoDB database for each user, accessed only through 

the correct login details. This will also allow for synchronisation between devices, using the login system, the 

user can login from multiple devices and still see all the same data. The security behind the login feature will 

need to be improved to keep all data secure and private only to the user, this could be done via encryption 

of passwords and/or entries. 

AIti┗ities that ┘ould add to the fuﾐItioﾐalit┞ of the app iﾐIlude the けoﾐ this da┞げ ヴeﾏiﾐdeヴs and allowing 

more flexibility within the app. This could include allowing the user to customise the design to suit their 

aesthetic and けhideげ features they may not require. Making the application personalised to the user will 

improve efficiency, this includes ヴeﾏeﾏHeヴiﾐg useヴ eﾐteヴed loIatioﾐs, foヴ e┝aﾏple ha┗iﾐg a けHoﾏeげ oヴ けWoヴkげ 
location tag that can be entered by the user and will then be recognised in future tagged entries.   

One of the requirements that was set out at the beginning of the project was the plan to implement goal 

tracking into the application. Although from the evaluation and questionnaire analysis it seems this feature 

may not be as beneficial to users as other features mentioned above. It would therefore be recommended 

that if this feature was implemented that it would be flexible and not intrusive to the rest of the system if 

the user does not want to regularly use the feature. Keeping these additional activities separate from the 

main operations would be suggested, to not take away from the main aims of the project but still give users 

these additions to the application. 

To improve the analysis of the diary entries, different methods of the analysis could be implemented. For 

example, showing ho┘ the useヴげs a┗eヴage eﾏotioﾐ has Ihaﾐged over a period of time for a location or 

search term. This could be displayed in many different visual ways with graphs or maps. The user could have 

the ability to change which average is used to find the average emotion, not just the mode but instead using 

an emotion けscaleげ and using this to find an average position on the scale. 
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One major change that would need to be considered if this application was to be published would be 

ヴe┗ie┘iﾐg ho┘ the appliIatioﾐげs features work on larger scales with multiple users. The current database 

would need to be upgraded from the current fixed size sandbox account to a larger more personalised tier. 

This would allow more data to be inputted and the sending and retrieving of data to be efficient and give a 

high performance while multiple users are using the applicationげs dataHase.   
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8. Conclusions 
This project was created to offer users a simple and efficient way of keeping a mobile diary. There are many 

target users for this app, including users who would like to make their current physical diaries digital, 

offering them more ways to input their entries via text, photographs, location tagging and emotion tagging. 

Some users may be looking for a way to help observe and review their lifeげs e┗eﾐts ┘ith eas┞ ┘a┞s to seaヴIh 
through and review the analysis of their entries. Other users may use the app to help organise and plan their 

everyday lives, using the features of the to-do lists and event countdowns. The flexibility within the app is 

important to allow users to use which ever features they feel benefit them without their unused features 

getting in the way. 

The main aims of this project were to give users an opportunity to enhance their journaling experience, 

offering features that are not possible when using physical books. Although there are many current solutions 

to this, this app was created to combine the features loved by current users of digital diaries and improve 

the features that may not be available or well received. The main features that this project aimed to 

implement included: 

• Diary entries that can be completed with text, photographs, location tags and/or emotion tags 

• Allowing users to review and edit any entry previously entered easily and efficiently 

• Allowing users to create events for specified dates and create countdowns for these events if 

required by the user 

• Creating daily to-do lists that can be checked off by the user with reminders available to complete 

the tasks 

• Adding additional efficiency when creating the to-do task, the user can create repeated tasks for all 

specified dates 

• Searching and analysing methods for all entries. The results of which can be displayed to the user in 

different ways including simple results lists, analysis of emotion tags and mapping locations tagged 

• Goal tracking for the user. Giving feedback, analysis and advice of how much progress the user has 

made towards their goal 

Out of all the features initially planned to include as described above, the majority of the features were 

implemented successfully and achieved all aspects planned. There were however a few features that were 

not successfully implemented, whether due to running out of time, lack of knowledge, struggles with 

methods and execution or being overly ambitious on what would be able to be achieved with the scale of 

this project. The main aim of the project was to give users a flexible platform to carry out a variety of 

activities that can benefit their journaling experiences and help improve organisation of their lives; this has 

been achieved to a large extent.  

Some of the issues faced were due to issues getting the system and the database to work efficiently 

together, this was primarily due to lack of experience in using both the Android methodologies and 

MongoDB Atlas. This included allowing photographs to be stored in the database, this was expected to be 

one of the simpler tasks to achieve but ended up taking a lot of time and work to try and get this feature to 

work correctly. This unplanned delay in implementation meant the time planned to implement additional 

features like the goal tracking was cut short and therefore these features were not implemented either. 

There has been a close attention to detail throughout the project which has helped make the system more 

user friendly and has improved functionality of the simple requirements initially laid out for this project. 

These small additions give the user more flexibility using the app, with simple features such as being able to 

add multiple entries for a date, with these entries being displayed in a simple and aesthetic way. The user 

has the option to navigate through the system using different paths, for example being able to add a new to-
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do task through both the Diary Entry task list, and the Home Page task list. This flexibility in navigating 

around the system gives the user freedom to access the features they require in a way they recognise best. 

The analysis and searching of the system allow the user to review all their previously entered entries. These 

entries can be grouped by search terms entered by the user, and if the user wants a more visual 

representation, the mapping feature gives users this opportunity.   

This system met most expectations. The main structure and methods of all features planned to be 

implemented (with the exception of goal tracking) have been successful. With more time and experience the 

issues within the application should be easily solved with only minor changes to code and functionality. The 

main recommended improvement for the system would be to improve functionality for use for multiple 

users, and to ensure features work on large scales with larger amounts of data.  
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9. Reflection on Learning  
Throughout this project, I have faced many new challenges, primarily the new challenge of creating a mobile 

application. Having not undertaken this sort of project before I was prepared to work hard and knew the 

importance of planning my development of the project carefully. As I learnt, I found there were details 

within the development courses I was learning from that were not necessary for my use. It was important to 

me to read through each lesson, ensuring that the time taken learning this material will be beneficial to the 

project in the end. Not doing this from the beginning meant some of the time spent on research was not as 

beneficial as it could have been. I have learnt to be more selective with learning courses and found that it 

was better for me to learn the basics before starting implementation, and then, as and when I required, find 

more specialised and related lessons to aid my work.  

Allowing myself to be ambitious with the project ideas from the start has kept me motivated, as always 

having another goal to work towards meant every detail was scrutinised to be the best I could make it. This 

improved my standard of work, bringing in little details that were not considered at the beginning, but have 

proved to be the highlights of the project. Proving to myself that these features and functionalities were 

possible given my skill set and the time constraints, pushed the motivation behind the project. With each 

new feature shown to be working a new motivation for a new task was found. This was helped by using a 

version of the Agile approach. Although a full agile approach was not used, using sprints for example, the 

idea that constantly reviewing the requirements of the project and what is wanting to be achieved helped to 

keep the project moving. Where as with other project, motivation and enthusiasm towards the project may 

be lost, improving the aims to best suit the projects direction kept the motivation high. This will be my new 

approach to individual projects in the future. I will incorporate this approach in any future team projects by 

encouraging self-reflection on projects, making sure that the aims are still manageable and achievable to 

keep the team motivated to finish at the highest standard we would be able to achieve. 

While working with new programs and facing new challenges, I often found, when features were not 

working the way I had hoped, that I would become distracted and less focused on the task at hand. It was 

important to me to keep trying different approaches to issues found, and when a problem was proving 

difficult to find, to move to a different task so not to get unmotivated. This could have been a reason to why 

some of the main functionalities are not completely working (eg storing photographs within the database 

and retrieving them. And reminders for events and tasks etc.) but being able to admit that the current 

approach was not going to work within this project was important. This meant I was able to take a step back 

and try a different approach, and as mentioned there are a few approaches I have found that may be 

suitable to solve the missing functionalities. But in the end, there was not enough time to properly try these 

methods with the system, and so these would be the first additions I would make given more time.  

I would say that I organised the development of this project well. Setting out what I planned to do each 

week with the work plan written in the Initial Report helped keep track of where I was within the project. In 

previous projects, I had not followed a timeline as closely, but I found with this project, following the 

timeline meant all planned development was organised well. Creating a more detailed work plan for all my 

futuヴe pヴojeIts, ┘ill Heﾐefit ﾏe iﾏﾏeﾐsel┞. Keepiﾐg tヴaIk of the pヴojeItげs development will help keep the 

project organised and developed efficiently. This project has taught me to not be afraid to take on new 

challenges, as the work produced in the time available is at a high standard, and a lot has been achieved.   
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